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PREFACE 

This is an official report of The Correctional Association of New 
York of the Legislature of the State of New York, which has been 
made annually since 1845, and constiutes the one hundred and 
twenty-seventh of the series. 

Paragraph 6 of Article XI of the act incorporating The Correc- 
tional Association of New York provides that “the said executive 
committee” (of The Correctional Association) “by such committees 
as they shall from time to time appoint, shall have power, and it 
shall be their duty to visit, inspect and examine all the prisons of the 
State, and annually report to the Legislature their state and condi- 
tion and all such other things in regard to them as may enable the 

Legislature to perfect their government and discipline.” 
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MRS. JULIUS OCHS ADLER, 1903 - 1971 

Strong in convictions, dignified in demeanor, devoted in service, 

firm in principles. This was Barbara Adler — a proud lady. 

In early adulthood, Barbara expressed a deep concern and in- 
terest in penology. As her involvement intensified, her focus broad- 

ened to work in the entire area of the administration of criminal 
justice. Barbara served faithfully as a member of the Executive 

Committee of The Correctional Association of New York for twenty- 
nine years, fifteen as vice-president. She was a member of the Board 
of Visitors of Westfield Farms, a member of the Board of Directors 

of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency and worked with 
the Social Service Bureau of the old Magistrate’s Court of the City. 

No matter how controversial the issue or unpopular the cause, 
Barabara never refused to stand up to be counted. She was chairman 
of one of the most important committees of the Association, the 
Committee on Recommendations to the Legislature, a Committee 
which does much to shape the direction and emphasis of the Cor- 

rectional Association. She chaired the Committee for the 125th 
Anniversary Dinner of the Association, a most memorable event. 

For 29 years she was a faithful colleague. 

She will be missed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The months of riot and rebellion in correctional institutions across 

the country, reaching an apex but not ending with the bloodshed of 
Attica, have focused society’s attention as never before on the prob- 
lems of the criminal justice system as a whole and inmates in particu- 
jar. All too often, however, the reaction has been to surface prob- 
lems without a serious investigation into the fundamentals of the 
criminal justice system and the society in which it exists. There is 
a basic ambivalence on the part of the public which views crime and 
illegal behavior not directly affecting them entirely differently than 
it views individuals who are caught, convicted and imprisoned. The 

Robin Hoods, and Bonnie and Clydes of the past and the successful 
skyjacker who eludes apprehension with $300,000 and whose name 
and picture is emblazoned upon thousands of sweatshirts readily 
sought for by “law abiding citizens”, are elevated to the status of 

popular heroes. 
For the criminals who fail and are incarcerated, there is only 

public disdain and a system of instituticnalized vindictiveness against 
them. An in-depth analysis of the correctional segment of the criminal 
justice system quickly shows that the administrators of correctional 
systems have been given impossible tasks and the inmates in their 
charge suffer. On one hand, administrators are charged with develop- 
ing rehabilitative techniques to bring offenders to the point where they 
will voluntarily observe the prohibitions set forth in the criminal law 
and become constructive contributing citizens in the community. At the 

same time, these administrators are charged with carrying out a form 
of aversion therapy—officially punishing individuals to make the threat 
of punishment a deterrent to future crime. At the same time they are 
charged with rehabilitation, the available tools and funds necessary 
to carry out such rehabilitation are so miniscule as to be practically 
meaningless. Further, the underlying institutionalized vindictiveness 
expressed by those who confuse humane treatment with coddling 

often has the opposite effect of creating embittered, hostile indi- 
viduals. 

This conflict and confusion of the means and ends of the criminal 
justice system extends throughout the entire correctional system to 
the line officer in day-to-day contacts with inmates. While rehabilita- 

tion may be the verbalized goal of officers in their relationships with 
inmates, this relationship is colored by the underlying “punishment” 
concept as the purpose of imprisonment. The oft heard expression 
that individuals are sent to prison as punishment and not for punish- 
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ment finds little realization in a correctional system which demands 
total psychological subordination of the prisoner. The inmates des- 
cribe this situation best in their plea to be treated like men. While 
other factors such as racial attitudes, status concerns, and socio and 
economic level conflicts are undoubtedly involved, the overriding 
problem in officer-inmate relationships is that of the conflicting means 
used to accomplish the mutually contradictory goals of rehabilitat- 
tion and punishment. 

Superimposed on this fundamental conflict is the fact that while 
conditions, attitudes and expectations in the free community have 

changed markedly in the past decade, conditions, attitudes and 
orientations within correctional institutions have changed only slightly. 
Correctional institutions are better today than they were in the past 
but the degree of change is not nearly as great as that which has 
occurred in the outside community. 
. In relation to the overall conceptualization of correction, such 
issues as that which constitutes humane treatment, depersonalization 
privileges, punishment, basic rights, must be examined in juxtaposi- 

tion with the same issues in the outside community in 1972 and 
changes made to bring up-to-date attitudes and programs into the 
correctional system. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 1972 LEGISLATURE 

CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

RECOMMENDATION NO. I INSPECTION/ MONITOR 
OMBUDSMAN SYSTEM ‘ 

That an independent objective, impartial non-governmental in- 
spection/ monitor /ombudsman program be established for the cor- 
rectional institutions of the State. 

COMMENT: Two of the objectives of the Correctional Associa- 

tion of New York as set down in its Act of Incorporation of 1846 
were “the amelioration of the conditions of prisoners” and “the im- 
provement of prison discipline and the government of prisons.” In 
order to achieve these ends, the law creating the Association stated 

that “it shall have power, and it shall be its duties to visit, inspect. 
and examine all of the prisons of the State and annually report to the 
Legislature their state and condition and all such other things in re- 
gard to them as may enable the Legislature to perfect their govern- 
ment and discipline”. In order to carry out more effectively this   
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mandate and in order to monitor more closely the complex com- 

munity structure of correctional institutions of New York in the 1970s, 

the Correctional Association of New York is seeking to establish an 

ombudsman program for the correctional institutions of the State. 

While the original mandate to the Association was predicated 

upon then existing conditions within prisons — extensive use of 

corporal punishment; dark damp and unsanitary cells; and physi- 

cally brutalizing conditions in general which no longer are the rule 

— increased knowledge of the behavioral sciences and greater re- 

finements in the protection of constitutional rights of those incarcer- 

ated have revealed a new set of more subtle problems both for those 

who administer the system and its inmates. Just as the general way of 

life in the free community today is vastly different from that which 

existed 50 years ago, so ate the attitudes and expectations of the 

inmate of today different from those of 50 years ago. Even within 

the last 20 years there has been a marked social change — social 

historians will call it a social revolution — brought about by groups 

of individuals who in the past have had little or no say in decisions 

which affected them. 

This demand for change in the free society has carried over inside 

prison walls. The desire for change coupled with the awareness that 

change is possible has led to extreme dissatisfaction with institutional 

conditions on both the part of inmates and some administrators. 

Those correctional administrators wko honestly are desirous of 

bringing about reforms are often slowed because of the complex 

bureaucracy in which they work involving laws, labor unions, and 

appropriations. In other instances communication between those at 

the bottom of the structure — the inmates — and those at the top of 

the structure — the commissioners or administrators — may be lack- 

ing due to subtle intervening conditions such as red tape, purposeful 

blocking of the means of communication by those intermediate super- 

vision and custody of the inmates, and by a psychological barrier 

created by a distrust for authority on the part of the inmates. 

The most dramatic demonstration of dissatisfaction with the system 

have been the awesome rebellions which have taken place in New 

York City and New York State institutions in the past year, culminat- 

ing in the traumatic uprising at Attica. It has become increasingly ob- 

vious that there must be some means of monitoring the system by an 

outside neutral body to redress the just grievances of inmates, rectify 

abuses of the correctional system itself and establish a trusted means 

of communication directly from the inmate population to the top ad- 

ministration. 

Jn the past year there has been a marked increase in the use of legal 

means through class action suits to correct the situation. However,  
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there is no set structure for the hearing of inmates’ grievances and the 
examination of the prison system itself by an impartial, knowledgeable 
body not directly connected with the functioning of the individual 

institutions. There has been an increasing demand for such a struc- 
ture on the part of legislators, lawyers and concerned citizenry. The 
Association proposes to fill this need by providing individuals who 
will visit institutions in the State on a regular basis to inspect the ad- 
ministrative working of the institution and to maintain a finger on the 
pulse of the inmate complaints and grievances to bring about change 

through correcting legitimate grievances before they grow, fester 
and explode. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. If RIGHTS OF PRISONERS 

A. That legislation be enacted to ensure safeguards in all institutional 
disciplinary hearings which result in a change in condition of custody 
or loss of good time; that such safeguards include notification of charge 

in writing, opportunity to cross-examine the individual bringing 
charges, opportunity to present witnesses, opportunity to be repre- 
sented by individuals of one’s choosing and provisions for a speedy 
appeal. 

COMMENT: Institutional disciplinary hearings can have serious 
effects on the conditions under which an individual is held and the 

length of time he must serve. Institutional punishments can range from 
simple loss of privileges to placement in solitary confinement with 

total loss of privileges, in some instances for extended periods of time, 
to transfer to an institution with a greater degree of security, to loss 
of earned good time which has the effect of delaying the date of the 
individual’s release. In spite of the gravity of the consequences of such 
disciplinary proceedings, few institutions have even the remnants of 

procedural protections for the accused. It is not uncommon for the 
officer lodging the charges to sit on the panel determining the validity 
of those charges. Nor is the individual always told who has brought the 

complaint against him. Procedures to allow an inmate to present an 
organized defense are rare. Too often the outcome rests on the per- 
sonalities of the individuals making up the disciplinary board. 

There have been an increasing number of court decisions mandat- 
ing safeguards against such procedures in institutional disciplinary pro- 

ceedings. In Landmanv. Ryster, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia mandated such safeguards for all institutions in 
Virginia, saying: “Substantial deprivations of rights even in matters 
called civil where no misconduct is alleged have not been provided   
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without due process. Reasons of security may justify restrictive con- 
finement, but that is not to say that such needs may be determined 
arbitrarily or without appropriate procedures.” 

B. That legislation be enacted to provide that individuals can be 
placed in punitive solitary confinement only after a hearing with ap- 

propriate safeguards; that there be specified periods of time in isola- 
tion for specified offenses, and that the maximum period of solitary 

confinement for any one offense be no more than fifteen days; that the 
confinement cell be identical to those used for normal housing; and 

that the individual not be deprived of his normal clothing. 

COMMENT: “Cruelty exists for example in imposing on a man 
the anguish of continued uncertainty as to his fate, with knowledge 

that severe consequences may befall him for unforseeable reasons 
against which he is powerless to defend himself.” This is the com- 
ment of a Federal court on the lack of any schedule of specific ap- 
propriate punishments for specific offenses. All too often, punishment 
meted out in an institutional disciplinary hearing depends on the 
whim of the individuals sitting on the disciplinary board. Such punish- 
ments are not necessarily standardized, nor does the inmate know in 
advance what punishment will be imposed for what offense. 

It has not been an uncommon occurrence for individuals to be held 
in solitary confinement for extended periods of time running to a year 

in some instances. There is no support for such practice in any of the 
accepted manuals prepared as models of institutional administration. 
An increasing tide of court decisions is finding such extensive stays 
in solitary as constituting “cruel and unusual punishment.” 

In testifying before a circuit court in Maryland hearing a case 
brought by inmates in that State’s Patuxent Institution for Defective 
Delinquents, the General Secretary of the Correctional Association of 
New York testified that a stay of 15 days in solitary confinement is 
quite long and should be the absolute maximum period of time al- 

lowable. In the same decision, the court found the use of strip cells, 
lack of cleanliness, lack of proper light and ventilation and sanitary 
conditions as well as not providing adequate exercise or proper items 
to maintain personal hygiene as constituting “cruel and unusual pun- 
ishment.” 

The Correctional Association of New York knows of no valid 
reason to pen men in cages under the most unhealthful and inhumane 

conditions for extended periods of time. Such treatment must be 

destructive of the very aims of compliance with rules that it is sup- 

posed to be promoting. For these reasons, it strongly urges the Leg- 
islature to enact into law those provisions which will prevent the in- 
humane abuse of the use of punitive segregation.  
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C. That the remnants of the civil death concept presently found in 
New York State statutes be repealed. 

COMMENT: Civil death is the imposition of disabilities by the 
state that withdraw all the rights of the ordinary citizen. A common 
law concept long since abandoned in England, civil death still applies 
to individuals who receive life sentences in New York State penai insti- 
tutions. Vestiges of it, such as the section of the Election Law which 

deprives anyone with a felony conviction of the right to vote, apply to 
all those serving felony sentences in prisons. The original 1799 statute 
still in force deprives the individual, among other things, of the right 
to institute suit, the right of parenthood and automatically annuls 

a marriage. 
Developed as an alternative to the death penalty for nobles and 

clergy, the civil death concept is today an anachronism. Any of the 

remnants presently in statute form should be repealed. 

D. That statutory provisions be made to insure that prisoners have 
the rights of ordinary citizens to the extent consistent with the neces- 
sary orderly functioning of the institutions. 

COMMENT: The one right which is removed by due process 
upon an individual’s imprisonment is the right to freedom of move- 
ment. A prison inmate cannot go where he wants to when he wants 
to do so. All other activity which does not endanger the safety of the 
other inmates and staff or disrupt the necessary orderly functioning of 
the institutions should be allowed. There can be no valid reason for 
continuing such practices as reading of mail, limiting of correspon- 
dence and visitors, or banning of reading matter which can legally be 

mailed. 

E. That the present statutory bars to employment of ex-offenders 
be repealed except for the provision that certain specific offenses 
directly related to the employment sought may be considered as a 

reason for refusing such employment; that a clearly defined process be 
instituted to hear appeals of cases where employment is denied on 

statutory grounds. 

COMMENT: In New York State, every individual convicted of a 
felony incurs some legal disability for future employment. This hidden 

penalty in some instances is actually more severe than the sentence 
of imprisonment imposed by the court. The list of statutory prohibi- 
tions for ex-offenders. includes over 50 occupations, professions, 
licenses, or privileges, including the right to vote. Among the licenses 
specifically prohibited by statute are those which have to do with any 
branch of medicine, including veterinary medicine, as well as under-   
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takers and embalmers. The State Alcoholic Beverage Control Law 
specifically prohibits an individual holding a liquor license from em- 
ploying anyone who has been convicted of a felony or certain specific- 
ally enumerated crimes, including vagrancy. This means that an indi- 
vidual with such a history cannot work in any capacity in a super- 
market, as a truck-driver or a helper for a trucking firm which trans- 
ports alcoholic beverages, as a doorman, waiter, even dishwasher in 
a restaurant with an alcoholic beverage license. An individual with 
a felony conviction wanting a driver’s license needs the permission of 
the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles following an investigation or 

a hearing. The application process is usually a Jong and frustrating 
one, often unrewarding. 

The Correctional Association of New York believes that no 
individual should be denied employment — or licensing — solely on 
the basis of a criminal conviction. The only exception should be if the 
crime had a direct bearing on the employment sought and the com- 
bination would constitute a threat to the public welfare. Even then, 

exclusion should be discretionary rather than mandatory with a clearly 
defined process of appeal from any such decision. Those crimes con~ 

sidered disabling for certain areas of employment should be enumer- 
ated specifically for the license which they affect. There should be 

complete removal of any ban on motor vehicle licensing or employ- 
ment by an enterprise holding an alcoholic beverage license in any 

capacity not solely concerned with the sale of alcohol. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. HI 

SENTENCED PRISONERS 
STATE CONTROL OVER 

. That legislation be enacted which would place all sentenced indi- 
viduals, regardless of the length of sentence, under the control of the 

State Department of Correctional Services. 

COMMENT: For a number of years the Correctional Association 
of New York has been urging that all sentenced prisoners be placed 

under the control of the State Department of Correction. This would 
mean that individuals presently serving sentences in local county jails 
or penitentiaries would be placed in State correctional institutions 
where they can get the training and treatment they so sorely need. It 
would also mean, however, that arrangements would have to be made 
for the maintenance of detention facilities which is now being pro- 
vided by sentenced inmates. 

The present distinction which sends those individuals sentenced to 
less than one year to the county and those for greater than one year  
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to the State is an arbitrary one without meaning. In 1972, it is an 

anachronism. It is extremely discouraging and frightening to see three 

men awaiting disposition in New York City jammed into a cell con- 

structed for one because the urgently needed space is being used by 

prisoners sentenced to the City. It is also almost a practical reality 

when 2,500 city prisoners were housed in state prisons in 1971. 

Were the State to take over all sentenced prisoners, two problems 

would be ameliorated simultaneousy. The first, that of providing 

constructive rehabilitation programs for the men who simply wait out 

their time for release in upstate jails. The second result would be 

a reduction in the population in the New York City Department of 

Correction which reached the explosion level in 1970. Beds are avail- 

able in the institutions of the State Department of Correction. They 

are not available in the institutions of New York City. 

The Correctional Association joins with the State Investigation 

Committee and the Governor’s Special Committee on Criminal Of- 

fenders in urging that steps be taken immediately to bring about this 

change from local to state jurisdiction of all sentenced prisoners in 

New York State. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. IV MERGER OF PROBATION 

SUPERVISION AND PAROLE 

That the presently existing probation service be split into its two 

functional parts; that the junction of pre-sentence investigation and 

Family Court services remain under the jurisdiction of the courts; 

and that the function of field supervision be merged with the Division 

of Parole of the State Department of Correctional Services. 

COMMENT: There are presently in New York State 69 separate 

autonomous local probation departments servicing the Criminal and 

Family Courts. These departments exist under a confusing skein of 

administrative responsibility and financing. As an arm of the courts, 

the probation departments are responsible to the administering body 

of the State courts, specifically, the Appellate Division for the depart- 

ment in which they function. Ultimate authority and control is vested 

in the Administrative Board of the Judicial Conference. However, 

local probation departments also fall under the supervision of the State 

Division of Probation, a function of the State Executive. The Division 

has general supervision over administration of local probation depart- 

ments, including establishing standards, rules and regulations, and 

procedures. This agency controls disbursement of state aid to the local 

probation departments. Financially, probation is supported by local   
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governments reimbursed by the State. This means it is dependent upon 
budgets formulated by the local executive, and approved by the local 
appropriating authority. Ultimately probation is responsible to all 
branches of government, both on the local and state level. The result 

of the confusion of lines of authority is that local probation depart- 
ments in reality function more or less independently. The President’s 
Crime Commission, among many other experts in the field, concluded 
that “probation offers one of the most significant prospects for effec- 

tive programs in correction.” However, this essential service in the 
administration of criminal justice is allowed to exist on a fragmented 
basis with no overall coordination or planning, financing or staffing. 

A functional analysis of the duties of probation reveals that it is.in 
fact two separate units. One major division of duties is to provide 
pre-sentence investigation for the criminal courts, and necessary ser- 
vices for the Family Court. The other division is that which deals with 
active field supervision of individuals placed on probation. The first is 

a pre-dispositional court service. The second is a post-dispositional 
correction service, probation being a sentence imposed by the court. 
Once this split is exposed, it becomes obvious that both functions of 
probation cannot be administered properly if they are considered a 
single entity. 

The Correctional Association believes that since the pre-disposition 
work of probation is a service directly and uniquely for the courts, it 
should remain under court administration. It strongly recommends, 
however, that the present Probation Department be split functionally 
and that aspect of probation which deals with field supervision be 
merged with the field supervision agency of Parole within the State’s 

Division of Correctional Services. Such an administrative reorganiza- 
tion should allow for clearer lines of authority, better allocation of 
money and personnel, and a more equitable statewide probation 

service, 

RECOMMENDATION NO. V SELECTION OF 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPERINTENDENTS 

That the position of institutional superintendent be filled by ap- 
pointment of the Commissioner of Correctional Services rather than 

from the civil service lists. 

COMMENT: Civil service was originally instituted to guard 

against the abuse of political appointment in governmental positions 
and to insure continuity of service in spite of changing administrations. 
All positions in correctional institutions are filled by appointment  
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from civil service lists up to and including the position of institutional 
superintendent. This has had the unfortunate effect of confining those 

available for the top institutional position to individuals coming from 

the custodial staff, excluding those from the social service areas such 

as counsellors, social workers, medical and psychiatric staff, etc, It 
also prevents hiring from outside the state, even though such individ- 
uals may be perfectly competent for the position. 

Such a recommendation should not be in any way construed as an 

indictment of the individuals now filling the positions of institutional 

superintendent in New York State. Giving the Commissioner of 

Correctional Services increased flexibility in appointing to such an 

important position should make it possible to recruit the best possible 

people for this crucial position. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. VI FURLOUGH 

That legislation be enacted to allow the Commissioner of Correc- 

tional Services to release any inmate on furlough for a maximum of 

30 days for the purposes consonant with the individual's rehabilitation. 

COMMENT: A furlough law would broaden the currently exist- 

ing work release law to add the classification of community security. 

Authorities could then release a man from direct custody for a limited 

period of time without the costly provision of an escort officer. This 

would allow a man to be transferred to a hospital without 24-hour 

guard and would permit emergency home visits. An inmate could also 

be permitted to visit his home community in advance of his release to 

arrange for employment and a place to live. 

  

. COURTS 
RECOMMENDATION NO. VILE 

A. SELECTION OF JUDGES 

That the present procedure of electing judges be abolished and an 

appointive process as is presently being used by certain other states 
and the Federal government instituted to insure the highest level of 
civil and criminal justice in the State. 

COMMENT: The quality of the judiciary in large measure deter- 
mines the quality of justice, and the method of selection does much to 
determine the quality of the judge. There are three methods of judicial 
selection currently in use in New York State: executive appointment 

(New York City Criminal Court and the Appellate Division) ; execu- 
tive appointment with Senate confirmation (Court of Claims); and 
straight election for all the remaining courts. 

The process whereby judges are appointed as candidates of a politi- 
cal party and required to electioneer and politic in the same way as 
candidates for political offices has not proved an effective system for 
attracting and selecting those best qualified to hold judicial posts. Far 
from removing the administration of justice from the political sphere, 

it has had the opposite effect, resulting in the open scandals of judges 
“buying” their judgeships or receiving them as rewards for faithful 
party service. Nor has the exercise of popular elections been any effec- 
tive control on the selection of the judiciary. The people as a whole 
rarely have a say in choosing the names which appear on the ballot 
on Election Day. The results of several surveys show that most people 

don’t even bother to vote for judges and of the ones who do, the ma- 
| jority cannot remember the names of those for whom they had voted. 

Too often, the only controlling consideration is the party under whose 

symbol the name appears. 
In order to secure the best qualified men to administer the laws of 

the State and to insure that they will be kept free from any political 
pressures or obligations, the Correctional Association of New York 
recommends that the elective system be replaced by an appointive one. 
Judicial nominating commissions made up of lawyers and laymen 
would submit a slate of carefully screened judicial candidates from 
which the appointing authority — the Mayor for New York City and 
the Governor for the rest of the State — would make the final selec- 
tion. There would be several such conimissions in existence: one for 
the Court of Appeals, one for New York City, and several throughout 
the State to make recommendations for the Supreme Court as well as 

Family, District and County courts. 
As lengthy tenure is considered to be indispensable to the estab- 
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lishment of a steady, secure, independent judiciary, judges would be 
appointed for terms of ten years, to be reviewed by the judicial nom- 

inating commission with its recommendations for reappointment or 
non-reappointment made to the appointing authority. 

B. UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM 

That the present court structure be simplified by elimination of 
courts of special jurisdiction with their duties to be absorbed by the 
State Supreme Court; by replacing the many local courts with unified 
District Courts; and by merging the Civil and Criminal Courts of the 

City of New York. 

COMMENT: The court structure in New York State today con- 
tinues to reflect the requirements and thoughts of an earlier age rather 
than those of the present. There are 16 different types of courts pres- 
ently in existence in New York, resulting in duplication of administra- 
tive efforts, unequal distribution of judges and non-judicial person- 
nel, differing standards and pay rates from one locality to another, 
and vastly differing standards of administration of justice. Several 

changes can be made in the present court structure which would re- 
duce the number of courts to seven and greatly improve their admin- 
istrative and judicial workings. First, and probably least controversial, 
is the elimination of the Court of Claims as a court of special juris- 
diction. The functions of this court, a hangover from an earlier age, 
can be most profitably absorbed by the Supreme Court. 

The Surrogate’s Court can also be absorbed by the Supreme Court. 
There is basically no reason put forth for the further existence of this 

court as a separate entity other than the fact of its existence in the 
past. The efficiency of its excellent staff would not be lost as this staff 
would be adopted whole by the Supreme Court, a department of which 
the Surrogate’s Court would become. Such a merger would afford 
better apportionment of judges and court personnel, remove the 
present conditions of limited jurisdiction which have resulted in having 
to bring different aspects of a single case before different courts, and 
end the flagrant usage of this particular court as a means of dispensing 

political patronage. 

In order to insure high standards of performance and statewide uni- 
formity in the administration of justice, the present multiplicity of city, 
town and village courts should be replaced by unified district courts 
staffed by competent, legally trained judicial personnel. There is no 
logical justification for the continued existence of separate civil and 
criminal courts in New York City. These two courts should be merged 
into the single court of the City of New York.   
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C. STATEWIDE BUDGET 

That the present system of local financing of court costs be replaced 

by a statewide budget. 

COMMENT: To provide for the effectuating of the foregoing rec- 
ommendations, particularly that concerning the establishment of dis- 
trict courts, the present patchwork method of court financing should 
be replaced with an overall statewide budget. Since central administra- 
tion is effective only when it is accompanied by central fiscal control, 
statewide equality of justice can only be provided by a unified state- 
wide judicial budget, prepared by the Judicial Conference and certi- 
fied to the State Legislature for appropriation. 

The Correctional Association believes that these reforms of the ad- 
ministrative and financial structure of the courts are necessary if the 
workings of the law in New York State are to be brought more closely 
in line with the principles of equality before the law and the impartial 

administration of justice—two cornerstones of the philosophic thought 
of this country. 

D. NO FAULT INSURANCE 

That the Legislature enact No Fault auto insurance. 

COMMENT: From the point of view of society as a whole, the 
system of handling automobile costs should help, rather than hinder, 
the work of other important social institutions. 

The automobile and its accident costs are so pervasive and over- 

whelming in reach and impact that change in the automobile accident 
reparation system may, as a practical matter, be a more effective way 
to strengthen another institution than any achievable, direct modifica- 
tion of that other institution would be. 

The institution with the most apparent stake in the automobile rep- 
arations system is the judiciary. 

Recent U. S. Supreme Court decisions have called upon the courts 
for more careful surveillance of the administration of criminal laws. 
Both the community and the accused are entitled to an accessible, un- 
cluttered and undistracted bar and judiciary for the resolution of these 
questions of ultimate human consequence. Furthermore, lawyers and 

judges are using the law more and more creatively in the causes of 
conservation, environmental protection, consumer protection, and 
safeguarding the rights of those least able to deal, on an even footing, 
with modern society. 

These new works are eminently worthwhile, but they add to the 

burdens already on the bar and the courts. 
Yet of New York’s 221,000 pending State civil court cases, about 

half arose from automobile accidents. The corollary of the victim’s  
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delay in obtaining justice is the burden on the courts in dispensing it. 
It is highly questionable whether the automobile deserves its dominant 

share of the docket, whether so much of the energy and attention of the 

courts should be expended on this one activity. Our constitutions have 

many guarantees of judicial independence; there is no parallel guaran- 

tee of judicial relevance. The resources of the bench and bar are no 

more unlimited than the resources of the accident reparations system. 

Both need to set and follow intelligent priorities. 

E. ABOLITION OF COMMERCIAL BAIL BONDSMEN 

That the Legislature enact legislation similar to that in existence in 
Illinois abolishing the commercial bail bondsmen and establishing 
a system whereby the defendent may meet his bail requirements by 

posting ten per cent of the amount of bail set by the court. 

COMMENT: The United States is one of the only two countries 
in the world that retain a commercial bail bond industry (the other 
is the Philippines). A unique and amazing fact about the bail bond 

business as practiced in New York and other states is that the 
bonding companies require indemnity from their general agents who 
in turn require indemnity from the bondsmen who in return often 
require collateral from their clients. A report of the Association of the 

Bar of the City of New York commented: “The ultimate decision as 
to detention is therefore left with the bondsman — not by virtue of 
the legally fixed premium, but through an unfettered decision as to 

the amount of collateral he will demand...” 
There are six companies presently engaged in writing bail in New 

York, with two of these companies writing almost all the New York 
City market, and these two and one other the upstate market. For 
these companies, the writing of bail bonds is a relatively minor, albeit 

profitable part of their entire business. It is extremely rare for a 
company to suffer any loss through writing bail bonds -— basically 
the companies are merely lending their names to the administration 

of bail. 
In the mid-1960s, Illinois enacted legislation mandating the courts 

to accept from the accused ten per cent of the amount of bail set by 
the court. When the accused appears for trial, 90% of the initial 
deposit is refunded, 10% (1% of bail amount) is applied toward ad- 
ministrative costs. Upon failure to appear, the defendant is charged 
with the crime of bail jumping in addition to the original charge. 

The Correctional Association of New York urges the New York 

Legislature to enact a bail reform law similar to the Illinois law. 

F. SPEEDY TRIAL 
That the Legislature enact a law specifically guaranteeing speedy 

disposition of case for all individuals being held on criminal charges.   
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COMMENT: The delay in disposing of criminal cases, whether 
on the lower court or Supreme Court level, is one of the major contri- 
buting factors in the serious overcrowding being experienced in the 
State’s detention institutions. The backlog in cases and the sometimes 
quite extended periods of time for their disposition has meant that 
many individuals, unable to post the bail, have to spend long periods 
of time languishing in detention after which they may indeed be found 
innocent of the crime with which they were charged. 

The Constitution of the United States guarantees to everyone the 
right to speedy trial. This right has all but disappeared under the 
heavy weight of court backlog. It is significant that most of the de- 

mands of the prisoners’ rebellion in the New York City House of 
Detention known as The Tombs in the fail of 1970 had to do with 

this very question of court backlog, and disposition of case. The judic- 
iary has in part tried to respond to this problem by issuing admini- 
strative rules and regulations. Such administrative orders went into 
effect in the Federal Court in 1971. Similar rules and regulations 
promulgated by the Administrative Board of the Judicial Conference 
of New York State are scheduled to go into effect this year. The 
Correctional Association of New York feels that this “lost” right to 

speedy trial is one that should be refound and protected by legislation. 
It considers a perversion of justice the fact that men in effect serve 

their sentences before they are even convicted. 

 



  

PENAL LAW 

RECOMMENDATION NO. VUI STATE REGULATION 
OF MORALITY — VICTIMLESS CRIME 

“Private sin is different from public crime, and only the latter lies 
in the province of man-made law.” In accord with this quote from 

St. Thomas Aquinas, the Correctional Association of New York feels 
that the fact that the possible immorality of certain conduct is not 
sufficient cause to justify making this conduct punishable by the 
criminal law. We believe that sin should not be equated with crime and 
that there should be a marked distinction made between moral law 
and statute law. 

The Association believes that the province of the penal law includes 
matters of public order, public safety and. public health. We deem it 
inappropriate for the government to attempt to control behavior 
that has no substantial significance except as to the morality of the 
actor. Such matters are best left to religious, educational and other 

influences. For these reasons, the Association calls for revision of 
those laws of the Penal Law which base their authority on the immoral- 

ity of the acts committed and not on matters of public order, public 
safety and public health. 

A. PORNOGRAPHY 

That there be no legislation controlling the creation and dissemina- 
tion of written, visual, or auditory pornography to adults who solicit 
such material. 

COMMENT: The Correctional Association believes that the 
right of the individual to be free from government control so long 
as he is not harming himself or others includes that which he volun- 
tarily desires to see, read or hear in a private home or such other 

places as are closed off from view by the general public and are 
entered only by persons seeking admissions. In a 1969 ruling, the 
United States Supreme Court declared unconstitutional those laws 
which affect viewing pornography in an individual’s home. The Cor- 
rectional Association feels that this should be extended to allow the 
publication and sale of pornographic materials to adults. 

The basic reason for state regulation of individual action is to 
prevent the disruption of public order, and maintain public safety and 
public health. The Kinsey Institute for Sex Research has completed 
several studies on the effect of pornography on both the normal pop- 
ulation and sex offenders. The conclusion reached was that porno- 
graphy is not a cause of sex crimes. 

In addition, Wardell B. Pomeroy, one of the co-authors of The 
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Kinsey Report and a leading researcher for the Kinsey Institute, has 

stated that pornography does not rank especially high as a source of 
sexual stimulus. Based on interviews with over 18,000 individuals, 
the conclusion was offered that sex offenders are fess often aroused 
by pornography than the rest of the male population. 

Indications from Denmark, which removed its controls on porno- 
graphy in two steps in 1967 and 1969, show a trend towards de- 
creased sex crimes with the increased availability of pornographic 
materials, 

Since there is no substantiated evidence that pornography contri- 
butes a threat to public order, public safety or public health, the 

Correctional Association of New York believes that the distribution 
of pornographic materials to those adults who solicit them should not 
be prohibited. 

In the 1971 session of the legislature, a bill was passed which pro- 
tects individuals in public places from pornography which is not of 
their seeking. Now that the public as a whole has been legislatively 
protected, the Correctional Association strongly urges the passage of 
the other half of its recommendation to allow an individual the exercise 

of his basic freedom of choice. 

B. PROSTITUTION 

That the act of prostitution between competent, consenting adults 
be no longer criminal and that the State limit its concern only to the 
problem of open public solicitation when it constitutes a public an- 
noyance and the accompanying offense of recruitment for prostitution 
and exploitation of a prostitute. 

COMMENT: The Correctional Association of New York 
questions the right of the state to intervene in matters of morality when 
an impairment of public order, public safety or public health is not 
involved. The Association believes that such questions of private 

morality should be handled by religious institutions and the individ- 
ual citizen devoid of governmental regulations. We therefore believe 

that prostitution, per se, should not be proscribed by the Penal Law. 
On September 1, 1969, the maximum sentence for prostitution 

was raised from 15 days to three months. Six weeks later, one of this 
City’s newspapers which had been most vocal in pointing out the 
need for such an increased penalty ran a feature article stating: “The 
impact of a stiffer penalty for prostitution . . . has failed so far to put 
any appreciable dent in the City’s streetwalker population . . .” 

Not only has the new increased maximum had no effect, but the 
office of the District Attorney of New York County has gone on 
record with the courts in opposition to the dragnet police arrests of 
prostitutes which account for 15 to 20% of the arrests made in New   
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York County daily. The District Attorney’s office characterized these 
arrests as “groundless and a denial of every Constitutional tight of 
due process.” The District Attorney’s office further described the 
present situation as “an exercise in futility [that] accomplishes 
nothing.” The police department explains that it has been put in the 
untenable position of enforcing a law passed by the State Legislature 
which the public prosecutor’s office will not prosecute in court. At 
a time when the concept of respect for law is suffering attacks from 
every quarter, the Correctional Association of New York questions 
the continuance of laws which, in the words of the District Attor- 
ney’s office, have “made a mockery and a sham of our judicial 
system.” : : 

When, however, behavior threatens public order or public safety, 
that behavior ceases to be private and justly falis under the province 
of state control. Accordingly, we recommend that open solicitation, 
when it constitutes a. public nuisance, should be proscribed by 
criminal statute (and propose that this offense. be made. a class B 
misdemeanor). We also feel that the recruitment of the young for 
prostitution or exploiting a prostitute, both offenses being the exploita- 
tion of another person, should be prohibited by criminal law, The 
act of prostitution itself, regardless of the question of its morality, is in 
the province of personal conscience and religion and is not a matter 
for evoking the penal sanctions of the State. 

C. HOMOSEXUALITY 

; That the present law. making sodomy between competent, consent- 
ing adults a crime be abolished. 

COMMENT: The American Law Institute, in a report issued 
nearly 15 years ago urged reform of the criminal law to eliminate 
punishment for sex practices performed in private between consenting 
adults. The report stated in part: 

‘*... no harm to the secular interest of the community is involved 
by atypical sex practices in private morals is a distinct concern of 
spiritual authorities. It has been recognized in a recent report by 
a group of Anglican clergy with medical and iegal advisors cal- 
ling upon the British government to re-examine its harsh sodomy 
laws. The distinction between civil and religious responsibility in 
this area is reflected in the penal codes of such predominantly 
Catholic countries as France, Italy, Mexico and Uruguay, none 
of which attempt to punish private misbehavior of this sort. The 
penal codes of Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland also stay 
out of this area... 

“As in the case of illicit hetersexual relations, the existing  
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law is substantially unenforced and there is no respect of real 

enforcement except in cases of violence, corruption of minors, 

and public solicitation. Statutes that go beyond that permit capri- 

cious selection of a very few cases for prosecution and serve 

primarily the interest of blackmailers. Existence of the criminal 

threat probably deters some people from seeking psychiatric or 

other assistance for their emotional problems; certainly convic- 

tion and imprisonment are not conducive to cures. Further, 

there is a fundamental question of the protection | to which 

every individual is entitled against state interference in his per- 

sonal affairs and when he is not hurting others. Funds for per- 

sonnel in police work are limited and it would appear to be poor 

policy to use them to any extent in this area when large areas 

of atrocious crimes remain unsolved. Even the necessary utili- 

zation of police in cases involving minors or public solicitation 

raise the special problems of police morale, because of the en- 

trapment practices that enforcement seems to require and the 

temptation to bribery and extortion.” 

In the instance of homosexual behavior, should such activities be 

accomplished with violence, constraint or fraud, punishment according 

to the type of violence, constraint or fraud. committed should be meted 

out without the sexual element being considered a relevant or aggra- 

vating circumstance. The province of the law is to preserve public 

order and to provide protection against exploitation and corruption 

of others, especially those who cannot protect themselves. Otherwise, 

all acts committed between competent adults in private fall outside 

the ambit of the Penal Law. 

RECOMMENDATION IX MARIJUANA 

That the Legislature repeal the existing provisions of the Penal Law 

which make possession of marijuana for one’s own use a criminal 

offense and either eliminate all penalties or reduce such possession to 

a violation. 

COMMENT: The Correctional Association strongly urges the 

removal of all criminal penalties, as distinguished from a violation, for 

the possession of marijuana for one’s own use. The Executive Commit- 

tee of the Association is divided upon the question as to whether no 

penalty at all should be provided or whether such possession of mari- 

juana should be made a violation punishable only with a fine or maxi- 

mum sentence of 15 days. Hither the removal of all penalties or the 

reduction to a violation would avoid placing upon an individual the 

stigma of a life-long criminal record.   
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RECOMMENDATION NO. X GUN CONTROL 

That legislation be enacted to require individuals to obtain permit to 
possess or purchase a rifle or a shotgun in this State; that all firearms 

be registered in a central state registry; that ammunition be sold only 
to individuals with license for appropriate weapons, and that pos- 

session by private citizens of weapons firing a missile larger than 
12 mm be prohibited. 

COMMENT: “How many more people have to get assassinated in 
this country?” Since that question was asked on the floor of the Senate 
in the midst of a heated debate on gun control after the assassination 
of President Kennedy, there have indeed been other major assassin- 
ations in the United States — those of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
and Robert F. Kennedy. There hasbeen no truly significant gun 
control legislation. 

The Correctional Association of New York urges the State to 
enact a gun control law similar to the one enacted in New York City 

and in the State of New Jersey. It is somewhat difficult to understand 
why New York State, with its strict Sullivan Law regulation on hand 
guns, does not have another equally strict statute on long guns which 

would bring all firearms under the control of the State. 
A study of homicides published in the Law Review, of the Law 

School of the University of Chicago, in pointing out that the majority 

of homicides result from emotional outbursts of friends or relatives of 
the victim, also stated that altercations involving knives result in a 
2% fatality rate whereas altercations involving guns result in a 12% 
fatality rate. It can be concluded from this that if guns were not as 
readily available, there would be a reduction in the number of homi- 

cides in this country. 

The Correctional Association of New York, in considering this mat- 
ter, recognizes that since it is estimated that there are approximately 
100 million guns in the United States at the present time, any leg- 
islation to bring rifles and shotguns under control must be looked at 
from a long range point of view. It also recognizes that in view of the 
number of weapons in the United States, an individual with serious 
criminal intent, regardless of legal controls imposed, could obtain a 
weapon illegally. Since, however, the great majority of homicides 

result from emotional explosions of a friend or relative, the ready 
availability of guns is undoubtedly affecting the number of homicides 
in this country. In the weak gun control cities of Dallas, Texas and 
Phoenix, Arizona, 72% and 66% respectively of all homicides were 
committed with firearms. In New York City, with the most stringent 
gun controls of any major city in the United States, only 25% of the 
homicides are committed with firearms. When one compares the over-
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all murder rate, the results are even more striking. In four states with 
weak gun control laws —Nevada, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas 
—~ the overall murder rate per 100,000 ranges from 9.1 to 10.8. In 
the four highly urban states of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 
and Massachusetts, all of which have stringent hand gun controls, the 
murder rate per 100,000 ranges from 2.8 to 5.4, approximately 

one third that of the weak gun law states. The same comparison also 
holds true for assaults and armed robberies. 

We would propose the following points be considered essential for 
an effective gun control law in the State: 

1. Licensing of dealers of all firearms. 

2. Requiring permits for the possession of rifles and shotguns, 
excluding certain individuals such as convicted felons, minors, 
individuals with a history of drug addiction, or confinement 
in mental institutions, except where they can prove possession 
of a firearm would not be dangerous. 

. Acentral State registry of all firearms. 

. Sale of ammunition only to those individuals with a permit 
for the appropriate weapon. 

. Outlawing all destructive devices such as mortars and anti- 
tank guns. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. XI 
OFFENDER 

That the Legislature enact legislation to handle the chronic alcoholic 
under medical and social service auspices instead of the present prac- 

tice of sentencing such individuals to short jail terms. 

COMMENT: It is estimated that throughout the United States, 
50% of the individuals in local county correctional institutions are 
alcoholics committed on public intoxication charges. The State of 

New York is no exception. A safe estimate is that 90% of all those 
individuals committed to local county correctional institutions on 
public intoxication charges are ill with alcoholism. 

Two United States Courts of Appeal have declared unconstitutional 
the conviction and sentencing of these individuals to correctional 
institutions. The Attorney General of the United States has stated 
publicly his support of these decisions and his official position that 
alcoholism is a disease which must be treated medically and not 
punitively, The development of appropriate facilities to deal with the 
treatment problems involved with almost half of the jail population 
of the State of New York is urgently needed to cope with this medical- 
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welfare problem. The Correctional Associ 
Legislature to adopt the Uniform Alcoho 
ment Act drafted by the National Conf 
Uniform State Laws at its Annual Conf 
would be unfortunate if the State should 
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STATE 

GOLDMAN PANEL 

Immediately after the rebellion at the Attica Correctional Facility 
which cost 43 lives, the General Secretary was appointed to a five-man 
panel to insure the rights of the inmates until functioning at the 
institution could return to normal. Appointed by Judge Goldman, 

Presiding Justice of the Fourth Appellate Division, the Panel con- 

sisted of, in addition to Mr. Goff, Clarence Jones of the Amster- 
dam News; Louis Nunez, Aspira, Inc.; Austin MacCormick, Osborne 
Association; and Robert P. Patterson, Jr., attorney, former president 
of Legal Aid Society of New York. The Panel was in existence for 
approximately 60 days; much of the time saw at least one member of 
the Panel actually at the institution. Trips were also made to other 
correctional facilities in the State to talk with inmates who had been 
transferred from Attica after the rebellion. The Panel was instrumen- 
tal in speeding the process of the return of the institution to normal, 
including reducing the number of inmates held in each cell and reg- 
ularizing the feeding procedures; protecting the rights of inmates 
being questioned by the Attorney General’s Office investigating the 

rebellion; arranging for a medical check of ali inmates by non- 
institutional physicians; and convincing the Attorney General and the 

Governor’s Office that the U.S. Attorney General should be requested 
to conduct the investigation of the retaking of the institution. On 
November 17, 1971, a final report of the Panel’s activities was sub- 
mitted. 

ATTICA 

On Monday, November 15, the General Secretary made his final 
visit to the institution as a member of the Goldman Panel immediately 

prior to the report being submitted to Governor Rockefeller, 
Presiding Justice Harry D. Goldman, Fourth Department, Commis- 

sioner Russell G. Oswald, Deputy Attorney General Robert E. 
Fischer, and the members of the press. This visit to the institution 
and several meetings held there were held as the final check on the 

situation both in terms of the conditions in the institution and the 
Deputy Attorney General’s investigation. Mr. Goff met with the 
Superintendent, Mr. Vincent Mancusi. He talked with inmates still 
being held in a keep-lock situation in A Block, and spent an hour 
and a half meeting with Deputy Attorney General Fischer on the 
investigation. The situation remained somewhat tense, with approx- 

imately one-third of the population being locked. 
On Tuesday evening, November 16, the Counsel for the Governor 
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called the General Secretary at his home and spoke with him for some 
time on the telephone concerning the report and the existing situation 
in the institution. The Governor’s Office was advised that a press 
conference had been scheduled for 9 o’clock on Wednesday morning, 
November 17, in the office of the Association, at which time those 
members of the Panel present in the City would answer questions 

on the report. 
On Wednesday, November 17, Mr. Robert Patterson and Mr. 

Goff, the two members of the Panel in the City, met with representa- 
tives from the New York Times, the Daily News, the New York Post, 
Long Island Newsday, Newsweek Magazine, CBS-TV, WOR-TV, 
WABC-TV, Metromedia TV, WINS-Radio, WCBS-Radio, WOR- 
Radio and WRVR-Radio, from 9 a.m. until approximately noon. 

In addition, telephone tapings were made later during the day for 

several other local radio stations. 
The mass media seemed particularly interested in the Panel’s obser- 

vation that there was a continuation of hostility and tension in the 

institution. From this there arose questions as to whether there was 
need for a permanent inspection monitoring program for New York 
State institutions, similar to the function that the Goldman Panel had 
served. Mr. Goff and Mr. Patterson explained an ombudsman pro- 

gram which they felt might fulfill such a need. 
The coverage from this press conference resulted in the Associa- 

tion’s being contacted by organizations such as the American Bar 

Association’s Committee on Ombudsmen, encouraging the Correc- 
tional Association to set up an ombudsman program in the State, a 
number of individuals seeking employment and persons seeking help 
with relatives in New York State correctional institutions. In order to 
meet the requests for copies of the report, we have duplicated 250 sets. 

ORDER OF THE U.S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE 
SECOND CIRCUIT, RE ATTICA 

On September 28, October 6 and October 7, 1971, Federal District 
Court for Western District of New York denied inmates of the Attica 
Correctional Facility a preliminary injunction restraining the State 
from engaging in conduct allegedly violating their constitutional 
rights, including physical abuse and threats and harrassment. This 
decision was appealed, and on December 1, 1971, the Court of Ap- 
peals for the Second Circuit reversed the decision of the District 
Court and directed the District Court to enter a preliminary injunction 
against the State “against such conduct and to consider any more 
specific measures that might be ordered to implement the injunction, 
including the appointment of Federal monitors to serve at Attica.” The   
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court in its decision quoted several times from the Goldman Panel 
Report. On Page 21 of the decision the ruling states: 

*... . conclusions have since been confirmed by the Goldman 

Panel which reported on November 18, 1971, that it had received 
complaints regarding continued harrassment. It concluded, ‘The 
danger of harrassment of inmates continues, however, and the 

likelihood of unjust retaliatory and inflammatory acts in parole 
and other areas still remain.” 

The situation at Attica is an extremely complex and complicated 
one. It is one with which we are certain Commissioner Oswald, Deputy 
Commissioner Dunbar, the Governor’s Office and the Attorney Gen- 
eral’s Office all are attempting to deal fairly. The harrassments come 
basically from the institutional personnel in direct contact with the 

inmates, and are indicative of the need for intensive human relations 
in-service training of the staff. Steps have already been taken by the 

administration to institute such training with a major step being taken 
by assigning a black deputy superintendent to the institution from the 

New York City Area Parole Office, Mr. Wilson Walters. 

ASSEMBLY CODES COMMITTEE 

The General Secretary was asked to appear and testify before the 
Assembly Codes Committee which was holding a hearing on prison 
disturbances. Mr. Russell G. Oswald, Commissioner of Correctional 

Services, the warden of the Auburn Correctional Institution, Profes- 
sor Herman Schwartz of the Buffalo Law School, and Mr. Stanley 
Bass were among those to testify in addition to the General Secretary. 

We were particularly pleased to be able to urge the Assembly 
Codes Committee to support the bill to remove the direction and 
control of the State Commission of Correction from the Commis- 
sioner of the Department of Correctional Services. We were asked 
specifically to forward to the Codes Committee information concern- 

ing mail censorship in correctional institutions. 

LEGISLATION 

During the lengthy session, legislative activities required the pres- 
ence of the General Secretary in Albany for two days a week. The 
General Secretary was in almost constant contact with sponsors of 
the various bills, chairmen of the committees to which the bills were 
referred, influential individuals in both Houses who had an interest 
in the bills, the State Department of Correctional Services and the 
Governor’s Office. Unfortunately, most of the time and energy at this 
legislative session were given to consideration of the State Budget  
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and New York City fiscal affairs. The legislators were unusually 
deluged by representatives of various groups, particularly civil service 
employees, those calling for increased aid to parochial schools, and 
those individuals opposed to the State’s present abortion law. This, 
combined with various internal political pressures being exerted in the 
Legislature, resulted in a long, tense and harried session with much 
deserving legislation being lost in the crush of events. 

During these trips, the General Secretary also met with the new 
First Assistant Counsel to the Governor and the Assistant Counsel 
handling the desk for all legislation involved in the administration of 
criminal justice. The First Assistant Counsel to the Governor asked 
the General Secretary to meet with him and other members of the 
Governor’s staff in advance of next year’s session to work on the 
1972 Governor’s Program in the administration of criminal justice. 

RIGHTS OF PRISONERS 

One of the main legislative thrusts of the Association was in the 
area of rights of prisoners. The Association was particularly con- 
cerned over the statutory loss of civil rights of all individuals sen- 
tenced to New York State prisons and the declaration of “civil death” 
of ali individuals sentenced to life imprisonment in New York State. 
Initially, work began last year with a meeting with the Governor’s 
Counsel and subsequent meetings with various legislators. We testi- 
fied before an Assembly Codes Committee hearing in December 
and later worked with a number of legislators drafting bills to repeal 
the civil death concept. 

The Association held a press conference on the various prisoners’ 
rights bills pending, at which time Commissioner Oswald, Assembly- 
men Stavisky, Koppell and Corbett, and a parolee who was “civilly 
dead” were present. The conference, which was held in the Assembly 
Parlor in Albany on May 12, attracted a great deal of attention. 
There were some ten news media present representing, in addition to 
others, the New York Times, the Daily News, the New York Post, the 
Long Island Newsday, and the Associated Press International, as well 
as Channels 10 and 13 of TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV. Further radio 
tapings were done from Albany for stations WOR, WINS, and WHN. 

OTHER INTERESTS IN THE RIGHTS OF PRISONERS 

As a result of the combined press conference and the circula- 
tion given to the recommendations of the Association, the General 
Secretary had inquiries from U.S. Senator Birch Bayh, U.S. Senator 
Philip A. Hart, U.S. Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., and a Massachusetts 
legislator asking assistance in drafting similar legislation for that   
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state. The American Bar Association’s Commission on Correctional 
Services and Facilities, chaired by former Governor Richard 

Hughes, contacted the Association, as did the counsel for the U.S. 
Senate’s Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. It was proposed that 
the Senate Subcommittee hold hearings on the rights of prisoners 
here in New York City in the fall at which time the Association would 
provide witnesses and act as technical consultant. 

ASSEMBLY HEARING ON HOMOSEXUALITY 

The General Secretary was the first individual to testify at the first 
hearing ever held by the New York State Assembly on the State’s 
sodomy laws. This hearing, called by Assemblymen Solarz and 
Olivieri, drew a great deal of press and TV coverage. In advance 
of the hearing we had talked with Commissioner Robert K. Ruskin 
who volunteered to testify as a private citizen in favor of repealing 
the present sodomy law as it relates to competent consenting adults. 

While the Association was principally concerned with the criminal 

aspects of homosexual behavior, the Assemblymen evinced a great 
deal of interest in employment discrimination against homosexuals. 

It is contemplated that in addition to bills to repeal the criminal 
penalty for homosexual behavior between competent, consenting 
adults, there will be a series of bills to prevent discrimination against 
homosexuals, particularly in employment. Since the latter is not in 
the purview of the Association, we will not take a position on it. 

LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS ON VICTIMLESS CRIME 

The Association was active in assisting Assemblymen Antonio 
Olivieri, Stephen Solarz and Franz Leichter to set up a three-day 
hearing on the wider field of crime without victims, specifically pros- 
titution, homosexuality and gambling. The Association was able to 
assist the Assemblymen in obtaining appropriate witnesses for the 
hearings and also to aid the staff in their research in this area. 
Copies of the Association’s background paper on prostitution was 
distributed to all of the Assemblymen and staff involved. The General 
Secretary was one of the keynote witnesses at the hearing. 

The second half of the legislative hearings on victimless crime 
held by Assemblymen Olivieri, Solarz and Leichter allotted a day 
each to the problems of pornography, marijuana and alcoholism. 
The Association was extremely active in obtaining witnesses to 
speak at these hearings. Mr. Goff and Miss Weintraub presented the 

Association’s stand on pornography, and Mr. Isaacs of the Executive 
Committee gave testimony on his personal position on marijuana. 
Most of the witnesses who spoke on marijuana agreed that the present  
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governmental approach of legal proscription should be replaced with 
possibly a regulatory system similar to that in existence for alcoholic 
beverages and cigarettes. 

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 

A meeting was called by several State legislators who were interested 

in forming a coalition to work for penal reform in the 1972 session 
of the Legislature. Among those legislators present at the meeting 
were Deputy Minority Leader Albert Blumenthal and Assemblymen 
Leonard Stavisky, Franz Leichter, and Richard Gottfried. There 
was discussion as to specific changes that could be made legislatively 

which would not require expenditure of more money on the part of 
the State, and tactics which could be used to insure their passage. 

The increased interest in corrections resulted in a growing influx 
of individuals eager to work to improve the system. This army of 
individuals newly interested in the problems of corrections often 

functioned on a level different from that of those who have been 
working in the field for some time. As a result, the professionals 
tended to talk in terms of specifically what has to be done and 
how is the best way to achieve it, while the newcomers were still at 

the point of discussing why changes were needed. It is hoped that 
after these individuals have been working for a short period of time, 
the present difficulty will work itself out and everyone will be working 
together to achieve much-needed change. 

JUVENILE DETENTION —- NEW YORK CITY 

On January 20, 1971, the Panel appointed by the Appellate Divi- 
sions, First and Second Departments, submitted its report to the 

respective Presiding Justices with proposals for changes in the ad- 
ministration of juvenile detention in New York City. The Panel, 

appointed July 17, 1970, was composed of The Honorable Joseph 
Stone, Judge of the Criminal Court of the City of New York; The 
Honorable Robert K. Ruskin, Commissioner of Investigations, and 
the General Secretary of the Correctional Association of New York. 

Intensive work on the inquiry did not begin until about the first of 
October, due to the need to gather staff, develop procedures, and 

review pertinent background reports. The Correctional Association 
offices served as headquarters for the Panel. From October 1st until 
the final submission of the report, Panel members and staff worked 
almost full-time visiting detention facilities, interviewing personnel 
directly involved in the operation of the detention facilities. In addi- 
tion, others were interviewed, including judges of the Family Court, 
legislators, probation officers, representatives of the Mayor’s Office,   
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representatives of the State Department of Social Services, as well 
as children who were being detained and had been detained in the 
Spofford complex. 

During the course of the inquiry a number of major problems 
developed which slowed down the inquiry, including a strike of 268 
juvenile counselors at the detention centers, a major wave of suicide 

attempts among the children being detained, the death of a 14-year 
old drug addict from hepatitis; the arrest of one male detainee for 
possession of 88 packets of heroin in the facility, and the arrest of a 
staff member in one of the institutions for selling narcotics. 

The 100-page report contains some 46 proposals for modification 
in the way juvenile detention is administered and operated in the 
City. These range from removing the operational responsibility of ju- 
venile detention from the judicial branch of government and placing 
it under the direct control of a child care agency in the executive 
branch of government, through an entire reorganization of psychia- 
tric services in the centers. Included is the proposal to develop 
non-secure facilities to house those children who are neither a threat 
to themselves or to others, and the development of small securi 

facilities in closer physical proximity to the courts of the different 
boroughs for those few children who require secure detention. 

Much of the report focused on the internal administrative organi- 
zation and matters of management which the Panel considered to 

be in great need of bolstering. Clear definition of functions and lines 
of authority were urgently needed immediately. 

JUVENILE DETENTION VISITATION COMMITTEE 

As a result of the proposals of the Panel of Inquiry into Juvenile 

Detention in New York City, a Committee of some 30 governmental 
and non-governmental individuals was appointed jointly by Mayor 
Lindsay and Presiding Justices Stevens and Rabin of the two Appel- 
late Departments in New York City to make certain the recommen- 
dations are carried out. The General Secretary was appointed by 

Mayor Lindsay to co-chair this group together with Mr. Wayne 
Mucci of the Mayor’s Office who eventually became responsible 
for all juvenile institutions in New York City. At the suggestion of the 
Human Resources Administration, under whose aegis this fell, the 

Correctional Association acted as the secretariat and home for this 
committee, 

The full committee was divided into five subcommittees, each to 
pursue a series of recommendations made by the original Inquiry 

Panel and to report back to the full committee with its findings. The 
full committee would then in turn advise ‘both the Mayor and the
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Presiding Justices on the progress being made in implementing the 

Inquiry Panel’s report. 
The transfer of jurisdiction of Juvenile Detention from the Office 

of Probation to the newly-created office within the Human Rights 
Administration which was supposed to be routinely effective in Sep- 
tember was temporarily held up in the City Council. The transfer 
was finally voted by the City Council on November 13. With this 

move, Wayne Mucci, administratively responsible for all juvenile 
detention, resigned his position as co-chairman of the Visitation Com- 
mittee, leaving the General Secretary as chairman. The Committee 
was actively involved in drafting a report detailing the progress that 

had been made in implementing the recommendations of the Appel- 
late Division Panel Report on Juvenile Detention. When that report 
is completed, tentatively scheduled for the end of the year, the Com- 
mittee will be officially disbanded. There are plans to appoint a new, 
permanent committee, also under the chairmanship of Mr. Goff, to 
serve as a combined advisory body and monitoring committee for 

juvenile detention in New York City. 

ALLIANCE FOR A SAFER NEW YORK 

The Association was closely involved with the work of the Alliance 

for a Safer New York through its General Secretary who was elected 
Chairman of the Alliance. This organization is the New York Chapter 
of the National Alliance for Shaping Safer Cities formed by the 

American Jewish Committee in 1970. The New York Alliance is 
composed of organizations representing a broad spectrum of inter- 
ests including unions, religious organizations, professional associations 
in the field of the administration of criminal justice, and broad-based 
citizen membership organizations. Some of the member organizations 

include the American Jewish Congress, the National Council on 
Crime and Delinquency, National Conference of Christians and Jews, 

New York Central Labor Council, United Federation of Teachers, 
and the New York Urban League. 

The role of the New York Alliance is to educate citizens’ groups 
in the problems of the criminal justice system and to use the weight 
of their membership to influence constructive change. The Alliance 
was funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
on September 1, 1971, with a matching grant of $10,000 from the 

New York Foundation and in-kind service from the American Jewish 
Committee. In 1971, the Alliance was involved in three major proj- 
ects. The first of these was a series of tours to courts, police precincts 
and New York City detention and sentenced institutions to educate 
the members of the Alliance itself to what the system is. The staff 
of the Correctional Association was extremely active both in ar-   
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ranging the tours and in the de-briefings held afterwards to interpret 
the problems of the system to the Alliance members. 

A second ongoing program is the development of volunteer pro- 
grams in the criminal justice system and the coordination of the 
Alliance membership organizations to serve those programs. Planned 
are a court monitoring program and some sort of educational pro- 
gram for the City’s houses of detention. 

The major undertaking of the year was an all-day consultation-on 
“A Safer New York,” held on November 10 at New York University, 
Washington Square. The Consultation featured a combiriation of 
speakers and workshops on such topics as victimless crimes, com- 
munity-police relations, community cooperation with and participa- 
tion in the criminal justice system, and the problems of the courts 
and correctional institutions. Major speakers were Milton Rector, 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency; William Booth, Judge, 
New York City Criminal Court; Patrick V. Murphy, Commissioner 
of Police; and Henry Ruth, Criminal Justice Coordinating Council; 
with the Correctional Association’s General Secretary acting as chair- 
man of the Consultation. 

COMMISSIONER, STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

The General Secretary spent several hours with Mr. Russell 
Oswald, the former chairman of the State Parole Board and new Com- 
missioner of the New York State Department of Correctional Ser- 
vices, reviewing the future of correction within the State. A num- 

ber of administrative changes were proposed including changes in the 
visiting procedures to allow more contact visits, the matter of read- 
ing and censorship of outgoing mail, moves toward further 

“due process” in the matter of inmate discipline, and additional legal 
services to inmates. Among various legislative changes discussed were 

the creation of an investigatory body to study and investigate all cor- 
rectional institutions’ deaths and sucides, the existing legislative disa- 
bilities imposed upon inmates as they relate to civil rights, and 
bills providing for speedy trials. 

The matter of the rights of inmates and ex-offenders was discussed 
in detail. The Commissioner agreed to appear at a press conference 
the Association was organizing on several of the rights of prisoners 
bills we have been instrumental in having introduced at this session. 
The Association was at that time attempting to obtain individuals 
who were seriously affected by the current laws under which they 
lose the right to bring civil suits while incarcerated and suffer the loss 
of legal parenthood while in State correctional institutions.
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We were most encouraged with both the plans the Commissioner 
has for future change and the modifications already made in the 
State correctional system since he assumed office the first of the year. 

The most serious obstacle facing change within the State Correction- 
al Department is the heavy weight of the status quo and tradition. 
From a more pragmatic point of view, the new Department of Correc- 
tional Services is faced by a fairly strong group of unions which by 
their very nature are more concerned with the rights and privileges 
of and making life easier for their membership than for the clients 
in the prisons whom they are supposed to be serving. Despite these 

problems, we are confident that within the next few years there will 
be marked internal changes in the correctional institutions of the 

State. 

COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION 

In paving the way for the legal services project in the Tombs for 
which the Association had received a grant, the General Secretary 
met with Commissioner George McGrath to brief him on the addi- 

tional services the Association would be providing the Department, 
and also to discuss the volunteer program contemplated for the 
Brooklyn House of Detention. The Commissioner was enthusiastic 
about both projects and pledged his cooperation and support. As an 

attorney himself, he was particularly interested in the legal services 
program which would provide both legal counsel and advice to in- 
mates on legal matters not related to their cases and also the liaison 
with Legal Aid attorneys to be able to interpret to the detainee the 

status of his present case. 
During the discussion we also alerted the Commissioner to the 

new bail project we were conducting in cooperation with Legal Aid 
attorneys and made the necessary administrative arrangements with 
the Commissioner and his counsel to allow bail to be posted by the 

Association as bailor. 
Further meetings were scheduled to work out the specific details 

of the legal services project such as desk space, notices to each in- 
mate concerning the availability of legal counsel and access to the 

records for the Association staff person acting in liaison with the 
Legal Aid Society on the present case. 

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION — 

TRAINING PROGRAM 

The General Secretary met with the Director of Training for the 
New York City Department of Correction to assist in the development   
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of a new, more meaningful training program for the correction offi- 
cers in the Department. As a result of the disturbances in the institu- 
tions during the summer, the Department obtained a special Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration grant to develop more inten- 
sive pre-service and in-service training with particular emphasis upon 
human relations and attitudinal changes among the custodial per- 
sonnel. 

The Association prepared a general outline of both the process 
and content which should be included in such training with particular 
emphasis upon guided group interaction sessions to air the feelings 
and attitudes of staff. 

NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF CORRECTION 

Miss Weintraub met with Miss Kitty Hawks, a staff member of 
the Board of Correction, to inform her of the work of the Associa- 

tion, specifically the services supplied to inmates. Miss Hawks 
indicated that the Board uncovered many problems in the course of 
its work with which it does not have the means to deal. She thought 
that a referral arrangement could be worked out whereby the Cor- 
rectional Association would be notified of the problems for suitable 
action. 

The General Secretary met with the Chairman of the New York 
City Board of Correction, Mr. William vanden Heuvel, at his request, 
to discuss both the direct service work the Association is doing in the 

detention institutions in the City and general policy and legislative 

matters affecting the Department. We emphasized that the Depart- 
ment is really a federation of separate institutions with the need for 
the Commissioner to have more power and authority over the min- 
utiae of operations in each institution. We feel that until such time 
as the wardens are more under the control of the Commissioner 
through an appointment process similar to that used within the 

Police Department and do not move into the position by virtue of a 
Civil Service examination, the administrative problems involved in 
operating the Department can effectively bar major changes. We 
further emphasized that correction is but part of a total continuum 
involving police, prosecution, Legal Aid, and the courts and until 

such time as there are improvements in the other agencies, correction 
will be plagued with problems over which it has no control. Mr. 
vanden Heuvel completely agreed with our general orientation and 

volunteered to meet with the Executive Committee at its May meeting 
to explain the goals and problems of the New York City Board of 

Correction.



BAIL FUND 

The Correctional Association administered a bail fund of $5,000 
put up by an anonymous group of individuals. The money was to 
provide monetary bail for Legal Aid clients being held in detention 
in the City’s institutions. The only limitation on the use of the fund 

was that no more than $250 be put up for any one individual. This 
fund operated in addition to, but apart from, that which was set up 
by another anonymous donor in 1970. During the year the Associa- 

tion was able to provide bail for 49 individuals. 

NEW YORK CLERGY AND INTER-RELIGIOUS COALITION 

The Association met with Arthur Simon and Ralph Ahlberg, rep- 
resentatives of the newly formed New York Clergy and Inter-relig- 
ious Coalition, and with Leon Dickinson, Secretary for Chaplains for 

the United Church of Christ, to discuss ways in which individual 
clergymen and the churches as a group could become involved in the 
system of the administration of criminal justice. The clergy coalition 
was formed in the fall of 1970 as an ad hoc group of about 50 indi- 

viduals to discuss some of the specific problems facing the church, 
and action programs which could be developed to meet those prob- 
Jems. As a result of the disturbances in the city jails, a separate 
committee was set up to deal with the problem of prisons. One of the 
programs under consideration was one in which individuals now de- 
tained in the City’s jails would be paroled to individual churches 
pending disposition of their cases. There was discussion about setting 
up a permanent structure within the various denominations to deal 
with the problems faced by the criminal justice system. This would 

also include a re-examination of the role of institutional clergy. 

The Association participated in an all-day conference co-sponsored 
by the New York Clergy Coalition and the New York City Board of 

Correction to discuss ways in which clergymen can become involved 
in the administration of criminal justice in the City. In addition to 

panel discussions with Commissioner McGrath, the head of the Cor- 
tection Officers Benevolent Association, and clergymen, there was also 
a series of meetings to discuss prison visits by clergymen, a pre-trial 
release program to be run by the Clergy Coalition, and the formation 

of a lobbying group in the area of prison reform. Most of the discus- 
sion centered around defining the goals of such a lobbying group. It 
was decided that there would have to be further meetings of a 
planning committee to define more clearly the area on which such 
a group would focus, and the aims it would try to achieve.   
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COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY 

The General Secretary addressed a luncheon meeting of the Com- 
mittee on Youth and Corrections of the Community Service Society. He was invited to speak on ways in which that organization and the Correctional Association could work together to improve the system of criminal justice in New York State. The group also wanted to hear some of the details of the report of the Panel of Inquiry into Juvenile Detention, of which Mr. Goff was a member. The Com- 
mittee showed great interest in the work of the Association, particu- larly in the area of rights of prisoners, which was the main legislative 
thrust of the Association for this year. 
We were pleased to note that the Community Service Society has 

re-examined its stand on solitary confinement for children in State 
training schools. The legislation drafted by the Correctional Associa- 
tion in 1970 at the request of Assemblyman Stavisky to limit severely the use of solitary confinement for children was vetoed by the 
Governor after having passed both Houses of the Legislature. In his 
message, the Governor specifically cited opposition to the legislation 
on the part of the Community Service Society. Since that time, the 
Community Service Society has re-evaluated its stand on the matter 
and supported some form of limitation of the use of solitary confine- 
ment for children. 

FAMILY COURT VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

Miss Weintraub met with Mrs. Doris Silverman, organizer of a 
volunteer program working with children placed on probation with 
the Community Branch Office of the Queens Family Court. Mrs. 
Silverman had nine volunteers working as tutors under the infor- 
mal supervision of probation officers. She was having difficulty de- 
fining the purpose of the program and developing. a cooperative 
working relation with the Probation Department. Particular problems 
centered around confidentiality of probation reports and confidential- 
ity of volunteer-probationer communications. Mrs. Silverman hoped 
to be able to expand the program to all of the boroughs and was 
looking for people who would be willing to serve as organizers. 

NEW DEMOCRATIC COALITION CONGRESS 

The Association was represented at the Penal and Judicial Reform 
Seminar of the Second Action Congress of the New Democratic Coa- 
lition. Panel members at this seminar included William vanden 
Heuvel, Chairman, New York City Board of Correction; Henry 
Ruth, Chairman, Mayor’s Criminal Justice Coordinating Council;  
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Carter Burden, City Councilman; Ira Glasser, New York Civil Liber- 

ties Union; Stanley Bass, NAACP Legal Defense Fund; and repre- 
sentatives of Legal Aid, Urban Coalition and Fortune Society. The 
purpose of the meeting was to discuss a “Prisoners’ Bill of Rights.” 
it was most heartening to see that other organizations which are 
active in both legislative and judicial work affecting prisoners’ rights 
have adopted the Association’s concept of a “Bill of Rights” for 
prison inmates. There was also discussion in support of the Associa- 
tion’s efforts to repeal the civil death statutes in New York State. 

MAYOR’S OFFICE 

The Association was confidentially contacted by Mayor Lindsay’s 
Office after a newspaper reporter had been refused permission to in- 

terview an inmate being held in detention to obtain the view of the 
Association on permitting press interviews with detainees. We 
explained possible ramifications such as civil suits against the City if 
the inmate’s picture was taken without permission and suggested 

the Corporation Counsel be contacted on these matters. 
If these civil matters can be clarified and subject to administrative 

rules and regulations, we can see no reason why inmates being de- 
tained should not have access to the press. 

NEW SCHOOL DOCTORAL CANDIDATE 

The General Secretary met several times in the course of the year 
with Edward J, Shaughnessy, a doctoral candidate in sociology at the 
New School for Social Research. Mr. Shaughnessy was working on an 
analysis of the actual application of the bail system in New York 
City. He was most interested. in tracing the actual forces at work in 
the bail process and the various interests which those forces repre- 
sent, The General Secretary was asked to serve as technical adviser 
for this project. 

NEW YORK STATE SOCIAL WELFARE CONFERENCE 

During the year, the Association was quite active in planning for 
the Corrections Section of the New York State Social Welfare Con- 

ference. The topic chosen was “Sharing Responsibility in the Deci- 
sion-Making Process.” An example used was that of a community- 

based treatment center for juveniles. There was a large turnout at 
both sessions of the workshops which were structured in such a way 

as to directly involve all those in attendance in the discussion. 
Discussion of the first day’s workshop centered around the degree 

and type of involvement of administration, staff and inmate clients   
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in the decision-making process within a treatment facility. Interest- 
ingly, only the group speaking for the inmate-clients felt that the 

residents of a facility should have any structured. say in decisions 
governing the running of that facility. All those present on both days 
agreed, however, that the community must be involved in’ the work- 
ings of the center from its very inception in order to have any degree 
of success. 

The Association’s representative also attended the all-day institute 
on corrections held by Dr. E. Presont Sharp, General Secretary of the 
American Correctional Association. 

TEACHERS COLLEGE PROGRAM FOR FEMALE 
OFFENDERS 

At the suggestion of the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council; the Association was contacted by a member of the Columbia University 
Teachers College staff who is working on a two-part program for the 
Women’s House of Detention. The first phase of the program in- 
cluded the development and implementation of a full educational Program for the new women’s institution on Rikers Island. This was 
run jointly by the Board of Education and Teachers College. The 
second phase was community-based and would be solely under the 
auspices of Teachers College. The project called for setting up a 
storefront in the Morningside Heights area which would be available 
for remedial education work, general adult education courses, job 
training, counseling and placement, and other supportive services for women released from the Rikers Island institution. The Association 
was able to provide Columbia Teachers College with a listing of the few agencies presently active in counseling and placing female ex- 
offenders. Such questions were discussed as arrangements with Wel- 
fare to provide maintenance for the women while they are in pro- 
gram and the possibility of setting up an in-house’ drug treatment 
program solely for women. 

MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST 

Mr. Wilmerding and Mr. Goff met three representatives of a bank 
foundation at their suggestion to discuss in general projects and activi- ties of the Association that this foundation might be interested in funding. The preliminary discussions were of a general nature with an emphasis being placed upon the contemplated ombudsman pro- 
gram. A copy of the conceptualization of the ombudsman program was ‘oft with them, and an offer made to arrange a tour of Rikers sland.
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COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT 

Miss Weintraub met with two counselors from the Vera Court 

Employment Project in Manhattan who were involved in obtaining 

jobs for individuals referred by the court as an alternative to crimi- 

nal prosecution. They frequently needed emergency funds for their 

clients for such items as work clothes, carfare, etc. The procedure 

was established by which clients could be referred to the Correctional 

Association for such emergency aid. 

COLUMBIA LAW SYMPOSIUM 

The Association was represented at a Symposium on Bail, Preven- 

tive Detention and Speedy Trials sponsored by the Alumni Associa- 

tion of Columbia Law School. The panel included Richard Uviller, 

professor of law at Columbia; Peter D. Andreoli, Assistant District 

Attorney in charge of the Supreme Court Bureau of the New York 

County District Attorney’s Office; Irving Lang, Judge, Criminal Court 

of New York; and Harold J. Rothwax, Judge, Criminal Court of the 

City of New York. While all of the panelists agreed that the system 

of monetary bail should be replaced, there was difference of opinion 

as to what critria should be used for detaining individuals pending 

trial. Among the problems of the courts discussed at the meeting 

were the number of adjournments, especially those requested by de- 

fense counsel; the problem of non-appearance in court of police of- 

ficers and defense attorneys, particularly private members of the 

bar; the congestion caused by treating criminally such offenses as 

prostitution and peddling, poor arrest procedures by the police; and 

other problems of calendaring and utilization of personnel. 

STATEWIDE JUDICIAL BUDGET 

The Correctional Association of New York is a member of an 

Ad Hoc Committee formed by the League of Women Voters to 

secure passage of legislation for a statewide judicial budget. A 

meeting was held in the League offices to plan strategy. The Associa- 

tion was represented at the press conference sponsored by the League 

of Women Voters in support of a statewide judicial budget. Speakers 

at the press conference included Mr. Robert H. Kilroe, chairman, New 

York State Bar Committee on Judicial Administration; Senator Jere- 

miah B. Bloom, sponsor of the Unified Court Budget Bill; Mrs. 

George Ames, president, New York State League of Women Voters; 

William Green, president, Manhattan Branch NAACP; and William 

Bowe, treasurer, New York City Central Labor Trades Council. The 

speakers emphasized the need for a statewide judicial budget to insure   
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uniform court conditions and decried the broken political promises 
and silence of the New York City media in this area. ‘ 

JUBICIAL CONFERENCE 

The General Secretary was asked by Mr. Thomas McCoy, Admin- 
istrator of the Judicial Conference of the State, to review guidelines 

prepared for judges visiting correctional institutions in accordance 
with a recent order of the Judicial Conference. He talked with and 

wrote to the Administrator of the Courts concerning the order itself 
which he felt to be excellent in principle but poor in details. He pro- 

posed that instead of judges visiting detention and sentenced institu- 

tions in their own Department’s geographic area every three months, 
a yearly visit be required to all institutions to which the judge com- 
mits individuals. This would include detention facilities within their 
Department as well as the sentenced institutions under the State 
Department of Correctional Services. Under the present order judges 
of the Supreme Court in Queens, for example, would be visiting only 
the detention centers in Queens and Brooklyn. They would not be 
visiting the Rikers Island complex nor any of the State Correctional 

facilities. 
; Despite the weaknesses in the order of the Judicial Conference 
it was felt that it was a step forward and the Association worked with 
the Administrative Board to assist in the development of guidelines 

for the judges to use in their visits. 

CITY COUNCIL — DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 

The General Secretary was asked by Councilman Cuite to appear 
before a committee of the City Council concerned with the Depart- 
ment of Correction. The four major points on which he focused 
attention were 1) authorization of the Commissioner.to appoint the 

wardens of the various institutions from the position of deputy war- 
den; 2) the need for City appropriations for clothing and social 
services for detention prisoners (which the Correctional Association 
was providing); 3) urging that the present Women’s House of Deten- 
tion, to be vacated when the new Women’s House of Detention 
opened on Rikers Island, be kept for use by the Department of Cor- 

rection for special projects for male detainees, and 4) a clear defini- 
tion of the role of the Board of Correction in relation to the Depart- 

ment of Correction. 
. Much time was devoted to discussion of the last point and ques- 
tioning of the General Secretary. He was able to point out that the 

original idea for a Board of Correction came from the Correctional 
Association a number of years ago and that the Association had a  
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marked interest in the concept of citizen participation. After com- 

pletion of his testimony, the General Secretary was approached by a 

committee staff member and asked if he would participate in re- 

drafting that section of the City Charter relating to the Board of Cor- 

rection should the City Council decide to change the statute. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE COMMUNITY 

The General Secretary participated in an all-day conference spon- 

sored by the Association for Public Administration in Rochester. 

This conference focusd on the desirability of establishing an inte- 

grated county police department to replace the existing four inde- 

pendent village police departments, five separate town departments, 

the 350-man Rochester City Police Department and the law enforce- 

ment section of the County Sheriff's Office. This plan is an out- 

growth of an original overall administration of criminal justice plan 

the Association, together with the then Rochester Bureau of Muni- 

cipal Research, introduced in 1964, 

Another program that developed in Monroe County from the 

work of the Association several years ago was the creation of a 

Continued Care Unit in the County Mental Hospital for 70 alcoholics 

of the skid-row type who in the past had been repeatedly arrested 

and committed to the County penitentiary. A study of the effective- 

ness of this program revealed an annual cash saving to the county 

of a third of a million dollars. In addition, police and courts are 

freed to focus their time and energy on more serious crime matters. 

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE — CITY OF NEW YORK 

The Association was contacted by a staff member of Councilman 

Carter Burden’s subcommittee which had been redrafting those sec- 

tions of the Administrative Code which relate to the Department of 

Correction in New York City. The subcommittee drew very heavily 

on the Association’s Prisoners’ Bill of Rights published last year in 

promulgating what they hope will be a model code. A copy of the 

Draft has been submitted to the Association for comment and sug- 

gestions before open hearings are held later this fall. 

STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 

‘The General Secretary was asked to meet with the newly-formed 

Committee on the Revision of the Criminal Law to propose a legisla- 

tive program for that body for the forthcoming legislative session di- 

rected toward bringing about greater consistency in the social philos- 

ophy of the laws of the State. This group is principally concerned with   
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the impact of the criminal law upon the social structure in the State, 
as well as the need to adjust the criminal laws in view of the exist- 
ing social situation. 

The Committee grew out of some of the work the Correctional 
Association did several years ago in the generalized area of victim- 
less crime, most specifically in our work, mainly in the Rochester 
area, to shift the handling of the chronic police court offender from 
a prosecutory to a medical approach. 

The chairman of this Committee, Mrs. Hortense Mound, a mem- 
ber of the Correctional Association, first became aware of the Cor- 
rectional Association’s work when she was counsel for the Gover- 
nor’s Advisory Committee on Alcoholism. Since that time we have 
been in periodic contact with her and provided the philosophic base 
for the creation of this new State Bar Association Committee dealing 
with all aspects of the criminal law. We have been assured of the 
support of this group in any legislative efforts we make in the future. 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM — BROOKLYN HOUSE 

OF DETENTION 

The Association was instrumental in assisting Mrs. Tina Ruth, a 
Brooklyn housewife, in setting up a voluntary library program for the 

Brooklyn House of Detention. Mrs. Ruth, together with other indi- 
viduals who lived in the neighborhood of the Brooklyn institution, de- 
cided that there should be more community responsibility for the 
men held in the Brooklyn House. The Association was able to arrange 
meetings with the Commissioner of Correction and the warden of the 

institution as well as with church representatives who were interested 
in providing volunteers for such a program. The Association was 
also able to assist Mrs. Ruth in delineating her program and in giving 
an orientation to the volunteers. By the end of the year, the pro- 
gram was active in the institution setting up libraries on each floor, 
soliciting books and magazines from the community at large, and look- 
ing into the possibility of operating a remedial education or high 
school equivalency program for the institution at the request of the 
warden. Miscellaneous expenses for the program were paid for by the 
Correctional Association of New York. 

CITY COUNCIL — JUVENILE DETENTION 

The General Secretary appeared before the Finance Committee 

of the City Council in an effort to expedite the transfer of funds to 
operate the juvenile detention facilities in New York City from the 

Office of Probation to the Human Resources Administration under 
the Mayor. While the recommendation of the three-member panel
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appointed by the Presiding Justices of the First and Second Depart- 
ments, on which the General Secretary served, to transfer the admin- 
istration of juvenile detention in New York City from the judiciary 
to the executive branch of government was accepted by both the 
Mayor and the Justices involved almost immediately after it was 
made, the procedural mechanics were slowed down by one City Coun- 
cilman. The recommendation was submitted in January 1971, pub- 
licly accepted by the Mayor and the two Presiding Justices in April, 
an administrator appointed by the Mayor the same month, but the 
necessary transfer of funds which was already appropriated from one 
unit to another had only very recently been accomplished. In the 
meantime, since day-by-day operation had to be maintained and some 
200 children cared for, the children and staff were in a state of limbo, 
both suffering from lack of leadership. The Office of Probation, 
since it knew it would eventually lose administrative responsibility, 

could not initiate any new programs, and the Human Resources Adminis- 
tration could not assume control until the monies were transferred. 

GOVERNOR’S OFFICE 

The General Secretary met in Albany with Counsel for the Gover- 

nor to review various monitoring and inspection systems which have 
been proposed, including the Association’s Ombudsman Program. 

Both the Governor’s Office and the Association are researching the 
Association’s authority to visit and inspect state correctional institu- 
tions and to interview inmates in private. There are several proposals 
under serious consideration to: (1) reduce the lack of confidence 

of the public in correctional handling in general in the State; (2) 
mnaintain more effectively a finger on the pulse of the inmate com- 
munity in correctional institutions and to correct legitimate inmate 
grievances and (3) provide a clearer channel of communication be- 
tween the inmate population and lower staff with the top administra- 
tion of the State. 

The Governor’s Office appears to be quite aware that while part 
of the proximate causes of the series of riots that were experienced 
in the State in the last year may be attributed to radically political in- 
mates, long-standing grievances and unheeded calls for reform con- 
stitute the bedrock of causation. 

Mr. Whiteman, Mr. Shapiro and Mr. Donnino all stated that they 
had received extremely complimentary reports on the work of the 
Goldman Panel and Mr. Whiteman in particular felt the Panel had 
been most effective. The Attorney General had also reported that the 
Panel had been of invaluable assistance to Deputy Attorney General 
Robert Fischer in his investigation.   
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CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION'S INSPECTION LAW 
; At the suggestion of Counsel for the Governor, we researched the inspection law of the Association to make certain it is still in force and effect. The consolidation of the Statutes of the State of New York in 1908 which repealed the majority of the special private and local laws, did not in any way affect the Association’s inspection authority as revealed by the Statutory Record of Unconsolidated Laws in 1911. As requested by Counsel to the Governor, this data was forwarded to the Governor’s Office. The existence of this statute has become extremely important in view of the present delibera- tions concerning an inspection/monitoring/ombudsman system for 
the State’s correctional institutions. 

OMBUDSMAN/MONITORING SYSTEM 

An accordance with the resolution passed by the Executive Com- mittee at the November meeting, the General Secretary contracted with a research sociologist knowledgeable in the field of administra- tion of criminal justice, Mr. Edward J. Shaughnessy, to prepare a Feasibility Study of an Ombudsman System for the Association. Mr. Shaughnessy had been known to the Association for over two years, during which time we worked with him on a major study of bail reform. He has also been engaged by the courts to bring about ad- ministrative changes in the judicial process. 
Mr. Shaughnessy gathered material on ombudsmen, inspection systems and monitoring systems throughout the United States, not only in the field of correction but in other fields, so that the ultimate Proposal for the Association would be drawn from the widest pos- sible experiencs with programs of this type. 
Because of the pressure of time, Mr. Shaughnessy curtai other activities, with the exception of his teaching, and devoted fall 

time to the Feasibility Study. 

STATEWIDE CONFERENCE ON WOMEN’S RIGHTS 

The Association was contacted by the Women’s Unit of the Gov- ernor’s Office to assist in the planning for a Statewide Conference 
on Women’s Rights which was held in Albany on November 13 and 
14. We met with the Workshop Coordinator to help formulate some 
of the problems to be discussed in the individual workshops as well 
as to suggest names of individuals for panel members. Miss Weintraub 
chaired the workshop panel on crime and corrections.  
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“JUSTICE DAY” — THE BREARLEY SCHOOL 

The Association took part in a day-long session of seminars and 

discussions devoted to the criminal justice system, held at the Brearley 

School. The opening panel was made up of Whitney North Seymour, 

Jr., United States Attorney, Southern District; Richard Uviller, Pro- 

fessor, Columbia Law School; and Harry Subin, Professor, New York 

University Law School. The topic was the conflict between individual 

rights and law enforcement. Miss Weintraub, together with an ex- 

offender who was one of the clients of the Employment and Relief 

Bureau, held a seminar on after-care, stressing the problems that an 

individual faces on his release from prison, and the resources in 

New York City available to assist him. The session was well-attended, 

and the response most enthusiastic. 

B’NAI B’RITH TALK 

Miss Weintraub addressed a chapter of the B’nai Brith on the 

subject of crime in the streets. T here were several active and retired 

policemen in the audience which was made up primarily of busi- 

nessmen. A high degree of interest in the subject was evidenced, 

particularly the desire to obtain accurate information about crime 

and law enforcement conditions in New York City. It was somewhat 

reassuring to hear that a majority of the group realized that the 

causes of crime are found in the fabric of the society itself and that 

the answers to crime are never simplistic ones. 

TV DOCUMENTARY 

‘The Association was contacted by the producer of an NBC docu- 

mentary on juvenile training schools for technical assistance and ad- 

vice. This documentary, with the working title, “This Child is 

Rated X,” was to be a semi-exposé of the way juveniles are treated 

in detention centers and state training schools. To our amazement, 

in looking into the matter we discovered that there are at least five 

states which permit the staff of training schools for juvenile delin- 

quents to use corporal punishment as a means of discipline. To our 

knowledge there is no state which has any statutory restrictions upon 

placing juveniles in solitary confinement or isolation for extended 

periods of time. 

NEW YORK TIMES PROSTITUTION ARTICLE 

The General Secretary was interviewed at some length by Joan 

Cook, Woman’s Page feature writer for the New York Times, for an 

article on prostitution. At his suggestion, Miss Cook contacted Dr.   
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Lonnie MacDonald to obtain some of his valuable insi; 
psychological functioning of prostitutes. Unfortunately, tie weekend 
before the New York Times article was to appear, a full length, in- 

depth feature story appeared in the New York Magazine. This re- 
sulted in at least a temporary killing of Miss Cook’s article. 

RADIO STATION WEVD 

The General Secretary appeared on a l di i i 1 panel discussion on Radio 
Station WEVD on the area of victimless crime, with particular em- 
phasis upon alcoholism and drug addiction. Other members of the 

Panel were Mr. Harry Fleischmann, executive director, National 

fuiance: for Shopng Safer Cities; Mr. John Ruhnke, Vera Institute 
or Justice; and Mrs. Margery Gross, executi i i ee ye y utive director, Alliance 

RADIO BROADCAST —-WRVR 

Mr. Schulte and Mr. Goff appeared on a live radio pro; i 

Adam Powell on WRVR on the topic of penal reform. cath Me 
Schulte and Mr. Goff emphasized the need of the City to reduce its 
overcrowding in correctional institutions. Mr. Schulte emphasized the 

need to make use of the two Narcotic Addiction Control Commission 
facilities which have been closed down, and Mr. Goff again pointed 
‘0 the waste ot not permitting the old Women’s House of Detention 

Treenwic venue. in Greenwich Vi 

Department of Correction. Hage to be used by the 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 

The General Secretary participated in a one-hour radio 

together with Councilman Eldon Clingon and Commissioner George 
McGrath on New York City correctional institutions. Among the 
points emphasized were the ultimate need for the State to assume 
jurisdiction and responsibility for all sentenced prisoners with sen- 
tences greater than 30 days to relieve New York City of this 
responsibility; the desirability of retaining the old Women’s House 
of Detention in Greenwich Village to house overflow from the Tombs 
when the new Women’s House of Detention was opened on Rikers 
Island, the need for the city to provide clothing for individuals in 
detention rather than rely upon private agency contributions and the 

need for social workers on the City payroll to provide social 

services to individuals being held in detention. 
Among the many radio broadcasts in which the General Secretary 

was involved was one with Senator John Dunne for a series broad-  
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cast by CBS on prison. conditions. This program was carried locally 
by WCBS for a week and was given national distribution to CBS 

affiliates. 

A second taping was made on WEVD on the topic of the deten- 
tion of juveniles in New York City. The General Secretary appeared 
together with Dr. Curtis, Associate Dean, Cornell Medical School, 
who has a marked interest in the field of child psychiatry; Sister 
Mary Paul, director of a shelter for delinquent girls; and Miss Leah 
Marks, counsel of the Citizens Committee for Children. ; 

A third taping was made for WCBS-FM on prison riots. This 

program involved a panel discussion among Mr. Jeffrey Glen, assis- 
tant counsel for the National Council on Crime and Delinquency; 

Mr. Kenny Jackson, vice-president of the Fortune Society, and the 
Director of Public Information for the New York State Department 
of Correction. 

SOCIAL SERVICE — BROOKLYN HOUSE 
OF DETENTION 

Augmenting the already existing service to the Tombs, the Corree- 
tional Association began providing a social service worker to deal with 
inmate problems in the Brooklyn House of Detention. Steve Cum- 

berbatch, an ex-offender who since his time of imprisonment has 
achieved one college degree and the greater part of a second, was 
put on staff part-time to set up the program. Mr. Cumberbatch 
was hired by NAACP Counseling Program and his place was filled 
by Harry Friedman of the Association’s Employment and Relief 

Bureau who spent two afternoons a week in the Tombs and three 
in the Brooklyn House of Detention. The warden of the Brooklyn 
House expressed deep appreciation to the Association for providing 
this much needed service. 

CIRCUS DAY 

Saturday, May 15, was Circus Day for some 100 children and 
mothers, clients of the Family Service Bureau of the Association. 
Chaperoned with the assistance of the volunteers, the children, most 
of whom had never been to a circus nor seen live wild animals, had 
an exhilarating day at the Greatest Show on Earth. 

While such activities as these of the Family Service Bureau are 
carried on for humanitarian reasons, they form an integral part of the 
Association’s work toward delinquency prevention. The seeds of a 
criminal life find fertile ground in the children of men who are 
incarcerated. The plethora of problems confronting them, particularly   
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in role identification and self-conceptualization, account for much of the successive-generation criminality. Any constructive moves to redirect these children lead to a reduction in delinquency and crime 
in later years. 

TOUR OF RIKERS ISLAND 

The volunteers working with the Family Service Bureau of the Correctional Association of New York toured the Adolescent Re- mand Shelter on Rikers Island. The facility, originally the New York City Correctional Institution for Men, now houses those males be- tween the ages of 16 and 21 who are awaiting disposition of their cases. Because the institution is equipped to hold individuals in max- 
imum security segregated from the rest of the population, it was 
housing both the Black Panthers who were awaiting trial and those 
Participants in the riots at the Queens House of Detention who were 
considered to be the leaders of the disturbances, ° 

The staff of the institution was obviously tense from the constant 
publicity and investigations which the department was undergoing. 
As in other City institutions, inmates were confined in cells (two to a cell) barely adequate for one. There was little active program. 
While a school does operate within the Remand Center, it can serve 
only a small percentage of those detained. There was one psychologist 
and one psychiatric social worker for approximately 1,900 inmates, 

Construction was underway for an addition to the Adolescent Remand Shelter which should be finished in approximately two years. 

WOMEN’S HOUSE OF DETENTION 

The Association arranged a tour of the old Women’s House of Detention for a group consisting of the Director of Chaplains for the 
United Churches of Christ, a student committee from New York University Institute of Public Administration working on corrections, 
and the Association’s volunteers. The General Secretary was able to secure permission for pictures to be taken. The volunteers, who 
last month visited the adolescent remand shelter on Rikers Island, 
were greatly struck by the atmosphere of the women’s institution, 
Even though the cells of the Women’s House are the same size as those of the men’s institutions, the addition of bedspreads, books 
and decorative pictures made them seem much less stark and for- bidding, There also seemed to be less tension evidenced by the staff. Most notably, the visitors were allowed to speak with inmates which they were forbidden to do at the men’s institution.  
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FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU VOLUNTEERS 

The first formal meeting of the volunteer group was held in the 
‘beginning of October. Many of the volunteers had continued to work 
with their families throughout the summer. Several new volunteers 
were added to the program, including a Spanish-speaking married 
couple who were assigned to a Puerto Rican family living in Spanish 

Harlem. Another new volunteer is a senior in Home Economics at 
New. York University who is working in the program to satisfy part 
of a course requirement. She will not be working with one family 
on ‘a permanent basis but rather will be visiting several of the 

women to help them with their menu planning, budgeting and food 
shopping. An advertisement utilizing a picture of a volunteer taken 
last year was placed in several student newspapers in New York 
City colleges and universities. The response was quite heartening. 

In accordance with Parkinson’s Law, the Association’s program of 
volunteers working with the Family Service Bureau clients seems to 
expand to fill specific needs as they arise. Through a referral from 
the caseworker in the Federal Reformatory for Women in Alderson, 
W. Va., the Association has been working with the aunt of an inmate 
at the Reformatory who is taking care of that woman’s six children 
during her sentence. In the course of working with the family, it was 

discovered that the children had not seen their mother in the year 
and a half that she was in West Virginia. One of the students working 
with the Family Service Bureau program volunteered for her and her 
husband to take the children on a weekend trip to see their mother. 
Permission was obtained from the institution, a station wagon was 
rented and the visit was made. Not only was this the first time the 
children had seen their mother since she was sent away, but this was 
the first visit the woman had received in the year and a half she had 
been in the Reformatory. 

This is another example of the wide range of services which can 

be provided by a volunteer program. 

BUFFALO FAMILY SERVICES 

Miss Weintraub met with Mrs. Mary Schwartz, a social worker on 

the faculty of the University of Buffalo School of Social Work. Mrs. 
Schwartz is the wife of Professor Herman Schwartz of the Law Fa- 

culty of Buffalo University, who is on leave of absence to develop 
court cases in the field of prisoners’ rights. Mrs. Schwartz was ex- 
tremely interested in prison conditions and had started to organize 
a group in Buffalo to work with the families of prisoners in that area. 
She had been referred to the Correctional Association by the State 
Crime Control Planning Board. The Buffalo group was still in the   
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formative stage and had not yet decided what focus it wished its activ- ines to take. She was greatly impressed with the work which the Ssociation is doing and felt that this was the type of approach her 

NATIONAL 
1IOIst CONGRESS OF CORRECTIONS 

a Association was represented by both the General Secretary an Mr. Cass at the 101st Congress of Corrections of the American Correctional Association held in Miami Beach, Florida. A maj concern of this Congress was the plethora of court cases that have been brought challenging conditions within correctional institutions The afternoon of the last day was given over to a four-hour sessio 1 on legal problems in corrections, It was addressed by the Counsel for the State of Missouri, a professor from South Carolina Law School working on compiling cases affecting corrections, a Federal District Judge from Massachusetts who was formerly counsel for parole, probation and corrections of that state, and Walter Dunbar, Deputy Commissioner of Correctional Services for New York State. While the orientation of the first speaker centered around le al efforts to defeat such cases, the other speakers were more concerned with delineating those areas which are vulnerable to attack by the courts and exhorting correctional administrators to change before the are forced to do so. The emphasis of Mr. Dunbar’s presentation was 

to attend their sessions, that they should become less dependent on ettons and police for information and that they should give nee reasons to all individuals involved for granting or denying of 

; During the Correctional Service Federation Annual Business Meet- Ing, a major discontent was expressed with the speakers at the Con- gress of Corrections and the topics chosen for the individual sessions. A committee was formed to look into means of making next year’s Correctional Service Federation sessions relevant challenging and of nation-wide interest through choice both of topic and of speakers The General Secretary was named Vice Chairman of this committee. The General Secretary was asked to assist in the promulgation of a resolution for adoption by the American Protestant Correctional
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Chaplains Association. Following some of the recommendations 
which came out of the World Council of Churches Consultation in 
1970, the resolution, which was adopted without modification, 
calls for the individual chaplains to be the conscience of the institu- 
tions, and the organized churches to be the conscience of the com- 
munity towards the criminal justice system. 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY 

The Correctional Association was one of the co-sponsers of the 

National Institute on Crime and Delinquency held in Philadelphia. 
Mrs. Ballantine and Mr. Goff represented the Association at this 
three-day gathering of professionals and citizens in the field of the 
administration of criminal justice which is one of the two main meet- 
ings held in the United States annually for those individuals inter- 

ested in post-adjudicatory programs. The other meeting is the Con- 
gress of Corrections sponsored by the American Correctional As- 

sociation. 

COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 

The Association was again requested to prepare the chapter on 
“Correction, USA” for the Council of State Governments’ bi-annual 
publication, The Book of the States. The Council of State Govern- 
ments is the professional national organization of all state govern- 
ments in the United States and is most known for the Annual Gov- 
ernors’ Meetings it sponsors. In addition to the conferences it con- 
ducts on government and working through treaties among the various 
states such as the Interstate Parole Compact, the Council is looked 
upon for the guidelines it publishes on various aspects of state gov- 
ernment functions. The bi-annual publication, The Book of the 
States, is the central source and acts as “The Bible” for legislators 
and members of the executive branch. The General Secretary has 
been writing the chapter on correctional services for this publica- 
tion for many years. 

As has been the practice in the past, letters were sent to the 
Commissioners of Correction and other individuals involved in the 
administration of criminal justice throughout the United States re- 
questing information on specific programs which may have been 
inaugurated in their respective states during the past two years. 
This information, plus data gathered from other publications con- 
stituted the source from which the General Secretary prepared this 
chapter. Reprints of the chapter are provided by the Council of 
State Governments to the Association for distribution to overseas 
correspondents and various organizations in the United States which 
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are seeking information on es eneral i ini i 
criminal ieee zg trends in the administration of 

COURT DECISION — CIRC MARYLE UIT COURT, STATE OF 

oo or acatment or rehabilitation Programs, through unreason. 1 arbitrary restrictions on visiting, and unreasonabl ice tion on the censorship of mail. The General S pent two days in the institution and i ining on the steer ene examination for approximately four hemaining “attonnene tana plaintiffs were coordinated by Mr. Julian T Office of the National Legal Aid and D pointed counsel), and the State’s case w: the Attorney General’s Office. The cou. 
two judge panel. 
the Boney ember 11, 1971, the Court, ina lengthy decision, ordered the nome of the Patuxent Institution to comply in all respects with ie ters set forth in the opinion and “to promptly adopt the and regulations appended hereto and to otherwise discontinue those practices and proce i i i 
tional Heh Procedures which violate the inmates’ constitu- 

efenders’ Association (ap- 
as handled by members of 
rt was presided over by a 

In its decision the Court in Corporated man by the General Secretar y ctary and stated, “In coming to it i anu has benefited considerably from the testimony Of Denali ° " wae as an expert in the field of corrections,” 
e day following the release of the c isi ourt decision, the Gen Secretary was contacted by the Baltimore Sun and observed that the Mar yland decision was a | dmark d 10: t recognized 

S an ecision im that it 

y of the points made 

I 1 c including the correc- tional officer and the entire custodial staff.” On other issues con. cerning censorship the Court ado ideli. 
n ¢ pted the guid the Correctional Association’s “Bill of Rights or Prison oe °Y Appended to the decision were a seri 

4 e decisi series of rules and r i These included an Institutional code of conduct, a schedule of panel.   
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ments, disciplinary procedures, segregation regulations, correspon- 

dence rules, medical facilities, visiting rules, dietary regulations, and 

rules and regulations concerning physical force by custodial per- 

sonnel. It is regrettable that such rules and regulations have to be 

promulgated by the courts and had not been established by the 

Correction Department of the State. 

Maryland now follows a number of other states where a court has 

intervened to make certain that inmates in correctional institutions 

were being more humanely treated. 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION’S COMMITTEE ON 

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES 

The General Secretary spoke several times with Mr. James V. 

Bennett, former Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and pres- 

ently a member of the American Bar Association’s Committee on 

Correctional Facilities and Services, chaired by former Governor 

Richard Hughes of New Jersey. Mr. Bennett was most flattering 

about the Association’s Recommendations to the 197 1 Legislature 

and asked that copies of that material be sent to the members of the 

Committee. He further asked the Association to contact Mr. Herbert 

Brownell, recently appointed to head a committee of the Association 

of the Bar of New York on correction, as he, Mr. Bennett, had 

suggested to Mr. Brownell that the Correctional Association would 

be of invaluable assistance to him on his new undertaking. 

Further, Mr. Bennett asked us to provide material and the names 

of individuals to testify before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on 

Juvenile Delinquency, presently headed by Senator Birch Bayh. He 

asked specifically if the General Secretary would be able to testify 

at the series of hearings to be held in the latter part of April and the 

beginning of May on the detention and institutionalization of juvenile 

delinquents. 

PRISONERS’ RIGHTS CONFERENCE 

The Association was represented at a weekend Conference on 

Prisoners’ Rights held in Chicago, sponsored jointly by the American 

Civil Liberties Union, the Playboy Foundation and the University 

of Chicago. The original concept of the conference was to provide 

lawyers with practical working knowledge of how to bring prisoners’ 

rights suits. Unfortunately, after Attica, so much interest was aroused 

in the area of prisoners’ rights that registration for the conference 

jumped from an expected 75 to over 400, over half of whom were 

not lawyers. As a result, the conference split into two groups — the 

lawyers who wanted to talk about legal techniques and the represen-   
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fatives Wh community organizations who wanted to talk about condi 

. le this led to a certain amount of confusi ill | : there was still 

some very valuable information dissemi ardiy 1c ted regard: 

decision, most notabl: irginia, Lan erection, and. the 2 ly the Virginia Landsman decisi i r b } on, and 
activity being undertaken in various jurisdictions around the country, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 

The Association was c t contacted by the National Counci 
Churches for assistance in setting up an emergency a estinn of Pia 

ional heads and national chaplaincy di f ids a rector: j 

Presta denominations on immediate penal. reform. = of the major 

cnn Gott Mr outhur Boyles and Mr, John Adams, Director of 
jan cern for the National Methodist Church, 

organization which funded and sponsored the d oe VOL t 1 lopment of “Vol- 

unteers in Probation,” addressed thi: p. The C i : in | is group. The General Sec 
tary’s principal thrust was to urge i the y the organized ch 

United States to focus their i n W cavieation face energies upon underlying c i 

tors of the present Attica situati eis caorgies oa ion and not expend. thei i 
the pro’s and con’s of the fi fot itself. hhieve this, the ‘ive-day riot itself. To achieve thi . is, th 

sno’ in Secretary proposed that a strong support structure be devel. 
oped it enomination for chaplains serving i i 

institutions who should be actin: vonee of the comma, astit ; as th ae the inetiaten g e conscience of the commu- 

naton of he way in “attended this meeting were extremely condem- 
; © way inmates are Stripped of their human dignity i 

correctional institutions and one churchman stated, “the almost » ar. 
ane young asm correctional institutions over security.” One 
‘ g churchmen present, who also happens to be f 5 . an al 
is spearheading a group of NGO's in the UN to censure the Us 
a an outgrowth of this meeting, the General Secretary is to 
mee wid oer representing the American Correctional Associa- 

. al Council of Churches an i 
Federal Bureau of Prisons and his staff. @ the Director of me 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURC. HES — A. 
CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION MEETING 

The General Secretary attended i 4 a meeting called by the Di 
of the Federal Bureau o Prisons of both » resentaiives from the 

rrectional Association and the National Counci : ; c uncit of 

Seatted ty This meeting was basically the result of the resolution 
i | Secretary an the chairman of the Commis- 

fon of Federal Chaplaincies and passed by the American Protestant 
ectional Chaplains’ Association in Miami this past August. The
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resolution calls for a more active chaplaincy in correctional institu- 
tions and for the development of a stronger support structure in the 

various churches of the United States for chaplains serving in cor- 
rectional institutions. The purpose of the Washington meeting was to 

explore ways in which the National Council of Churches and the 
American Correctional Association might collaborate in utilizing 

more of the resources of the churches in the United States in bringing 
about reform in institutional settings. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES — COMMISSION 
ON PASTORAL CARE 

Miss Weintraub represented Mr. Goff at the annual meeting of 
the Commission on Pastoral Care of the National Council of 
Churches. The Commission has direct responsibility for prison chap- 

lains. The purpose of the meeting was to examine the role of the 
prison chaplain, redefine that role, and establish recommendations 
for support structure for the prison chaplain within the denomina- 

tions themselves. The Commission hopes to be able to set up a 
meeting with the heads of the various denominations to get denom- 

inational support for this move. 

RUTGERS SUMMER SCHOOL OF ALCOHOL STUDIES 

For the second year, the General Secretary was asked to be a 

member of the faculty of the Rutgers Summer School of Alcohol 
Studies. This school brings together over 400 individuals working in 
the field of alcoholism throughout the United States. In addition to 
social workers, counselors and clergy, recent years have seen a 

marked increase in the number of judges, prosecutors, wardens and 
parole officers in attendance. It was for the latter group that the 
General Secretary was originally asked in 1970. This summer’s enroll- 
ment of those involved in the administration of criminal justice 
increased so much that two sections had to be created to accommo- 
date those desiring the course on correction. It is interesting to note 

this increase of interest in the problems of alcoholism among those 

involved in the judicial process. Among those in the course were 
three judges and two prosecutors, one attending on a Christopher 
D. Smithers Foundation scholarship. 

The Assistant Prosecutor from Minneapolis became so interested 

and concerned that after the course he contacted the Association 
for material and information on setting up a court diversionary proj- 
ect for Minneapolis similar to one the Association helped create in 
Rochester. Further, copies of a paper on the legal aspects of addic- 
tion in the United States prepared by the General Secretary for   
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presentation at the International Council on Alcohol and Addiction 
onterence are now being distributed to every judge in Michi 

the Michigan Council on Alcoholism. yes rebigan By 

INTERNATIONAL 
UNITED NATIONS ADVISORY COMMI 

EXPERTS ON CRIME TTEE OF 

Representing the Howard League for Penal Reform and the International Council on Alcohol and Addictions, the General Sec- 
retary attended the last meeting of the present Advisory Committee 
of Experts on Crime to the UN prior to its reorganization in 1972 
The agenda consisted of a follow-up on the recommendations and 
conclusions reached at the Fourth Quinquennial Congress on the 
Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders held in Kyoto in 1970. 

_ The Advisory Committee consists of one member from each of 
nine countries (to be expanded to 15), together with four non- 
governmental organization representatives, the World Health Organ- 
ization, the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs, and the UN Com- 
mission on Human Rights. The rapporteur of the Advisory Com- 

mittee was | Mr. H. G. Moeller, former Deputy Director of the 
Federal Prisons and presently directing an institute on criminal 
justice at Eastern Carolina University. 

Of particular interest to the Correctional Association of New York 
was the major agenda item on citizen involvement and the role non- 
governmental organizations can play in improving the administration 

of criminal justice in their respective countries. In one of several 
mterventions, the General Secretary pointed out the many construc-~ 
tive ways a voluntary non-governmental organization can help bring 
about improvement through sophisticated and knowledgeable organ- ization. 

Before the meeting commenced, the Association was contacted by 
the Director of Social Defence Programming for the UN and asked 
to arrange a series of group visitations for those in attendance. ‘Three 
such tours were organized. One was to the Rikers Island Complex 
where the group was addressed by Commissioner McGrath. A sec- 
ond trip was to the criminal courts for a two-hour discussion on 
the organization of the courts system in the United States by Ad- 
ministrative Judge Ross and the Assistant Court Administrator of the 
First Judicial Department, Mr. Gerald Stern, plus a visit to an 
arraignment court and a trial court. The third group went to the 
State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission for an overview of the 
narcotic addiction treatment programs in the state and visited several 
treatment facilities. 
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As a result of a suggestion from our State Department, the 

Association, through efforts of Mrs. Stevens Baird, held a reception 
for those attending the UN meeting and New York City and state govern- 
mental officials involved in the administration of criminal justice. 

Two days before the meetings commenced, the Soviet Desk of the 

State Department in Washington asked the General Secretary to ar- 
range a series of private meetings and visits for one of the members 
of the Advisory Committee, Mr. Boris Victorov, Deputy Minister of 
Interior, USSR. This request had been made of our State Depart- 

ment by the Soviet Embassy in Washington. Immediately following 

the Washington request, the Association was contacted by the US. 
Permanent Mission to the UN with a similar request, the U.S. Mis- 
sion having been contacted by the Soviet Mission. During the ten 
days of his stay in the United States, the Association arranged two 
unpublicized meetings for the Deputy Minister, one with Commis- 
sioner Karagheuzoff, Commissioner of Traffic for New York City, 

and the second with Commissioner Murphy of the Police Department. 
These were in addition to Mr. Victorov’s visit with the group to 
Rikers Island. The night before Mr. Victorov’s return to Moscow, 
the Director of Social Defence Programming, representing the Sec- 
retary General of the UN, entertained Mr. Victorov and Mr. Goff 

at a private dinner in Greenwich Village. 

UN SOCIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE — ROME 

The General Secretary met with Edward Galway, senior advisor 
and former director of the UN Social Defence Research Institute in 
Rome, and Dr. Franco Ferracuti, senior research consultant of the 

Institute, on the reorganization of the Social Defence Section of the 

UN. Of particular concern was the newly assigned role the new Social 
Defence Unit will be playing in the area of drug addiction. The meet- 
ing focused principally upon ways wherein the International Council 
on Alcohol and Addictions, through the General Secretary and the 

Correctional Association, might become a major resource for the 

Social Defence Section on the social aspects of addiction. 
In the past, the UN’s principal involvement in narcotics matters 

focused on the development of international treaties and the defini- 
tion of substances being abused. In general, the thrust was that of 
law enforcement and the control of dangerous substances. Little or 
no attention was paid to the individuals involved in the use of various 
drugs. Under the new arrangement, a markedly expanded Social 
Defence Unit, headed by ‘Mr. William Clifford, will become one of a 

tri-party approach within the UN. It will be working jointly with the 
Human Rights Commission and the Narcotic Control Board on the 
total aspects of addiction.   
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. The new concern of Social Defence in this area will follow the 
lines proposed by the General Secretary in his Intervention at Kyoto. 
Japan, 1970, asking that the Minimum Standard Rules for the Treat. 
ment of Prisoners take into consideration a differential in the handl- 
ing of drug dependent offenders. It will also follow the memorandum 
prepared in 1967 by the Association for the International Council 
on Alcohol and Addictions and submitted to the Human Rights 
Commission on the study of “The Right of Everyone to be Free 
from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention and Exile,” 

Both the staff of the Rome Institute and the newly appointed 
Officer in-Charge of the Social Defence Unit in New York, Mr. Wil- 
liam Clifford, expressed enthusiasm over the efforts the Association 
has made in the past to develop a UN seminar on the legal aspects 
of addiction. It will be recalled that preliminary efforts have been 
made over the law two years to have such a seminar held in order 
to clarify more fully social policy as it relates to. the way individuals 
addicted either to alcohol or to other drugs such as heroin should be 
handled by the various nations. 

DITCHLEY CONFERENCE — PSYCHIATRY AND 
THE LAW 

Several years ago, the General Secretary communicated to Mr. 
Louis Warren of the Executive Committee a concern he had on the 
philosophic basis for the state’s taking away an individual’s freedom. 
Mr. Warren suggested the idea be put in writing. This was subse- 
quently transmitted to the Ditchley Foundation and accepted as the 
theme of an Anglo-American Ditchley Conference. After much work 
by the staffs of both the American and English Ditchley Foundations, 
the frame of reference for this conference was established in May 
of this year and the General Secretary invited to be one of 15 Ameri- 
can representatives at Ditchley in November 1971. 

This was the third Anglo-American Ditchley Conference in which 
the Correctional Association of New York has been directly in- 
volved. The first was held in November 1968 on drugs at which 
Dr. MacDonald and Mr. Goff were in attendance; the second was on 
society and crime held in February of 1971 which Mrs. Ballantine 
attended. 

Of the 15 Americans and 15 English Present, approximately 45% 
were psychiatrists, 45% judges, lawyers or prosecutors, and the re- 
mainder were individuals from other disciplines. Among those at- 
tending from the United States were Dr. W. Walter Menninger, Chief 
Staff Psychiatrist, The Menninger Foundation; Dr. Thomas S. Szasz, 
Professor of Psychiatry, State University of New York; Dr. Mitchell 
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S. Rosenthal, Director, Phoenix Programs, Phoenix House Founda- 
tion; Hon. David L. Bazelon, Chief Judge, United States Court of 

Appeals, Washington, D.C.; Hon. George Edwards, Judge of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Detroit; Hon. 

Thomas J. MacBridge, Chief Judge, United States District Court, 
Eastern District of California; Professor Herbert Wechsler, Director, 

The American Law Institute. Among the British representatives were 
Mr. D. J. Cowperthwaite, Assistant Secretary, Scottish Home and 

Health Department; Mr. Francis L. T. Graham-Harrison, Deputy 
Under Secretary of State, Home Office; H.L.A. Hart, Professor and 
Author; Sir Roger Ormrod, Judge of the High Court of Justice, Sir 

Norman Skelhorn, Director of Public Prosecutions. The Conference 
Chairman was Sir George Waller, Judge of the High Court of Justice, 

Queens Bench Division. ; 
From the time the Conference was originally conceived and the 

parameters set, a new Provost came to the Foundation, Sir Michael 
Stewart, former British Ambassador to the United States, replacing 

Provost Hodgson. ; ; 
The day before the Conference began and the day immediately 

after the Conference, the General Secretary had several meetings in 
London: one with a group of individuals from NACRO (National 

Association for the Care and Rehabilitation of Offenders) on the 
development of halfway houses, and the other with the new executive 
director of the Howard League for Penal Reform who had just left 
the staff of the Institute of Criminology at Cambridge University. 
During the Conference the General Secretary was contacted by the 
London Times and spent three hours with the Home Affairs reporter 

of that newspaper discussing the present social revolution in the 
United States and England. The Home Affairs reporter asked for 
a number of publications of the Association which were promptly 
forwarded to him upon the General Secretary’s return to the United 
States. 

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
ADDICTIONS DRUG CONFERENCE — 
BADEN, AUSTRIA 

Meeting with Mr. Henry Krauweel, Director of the Jellinek Klinek 
in Amsterdam and Vice President of the International Council on 
Alcohol and Addictions, and Mr. Archer Tongue, Executive Director 
of the International Council, the General Secretary discussed further 
the role of the Netherlands Government in establishing a UN seminar 
on the legal aspects of addiction. It is felt that sufficient preliminary 
groundwork has been laid for the General Secretary to directly 
approach the Minister of Public Health of the Netherlands requesting   
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him to commit formally the Netherlands to be host country for this 
UN seminar. This step has been taken and we are presently awaiting 
his response to our request. 

FOREIGN VISITORS 

Professor J. Alex Edmison, Q.C., Centre of Criminology, Univer- 
sity of Ottawa, Canada, a long-time friend of the Association, spent 
two days in the office pursuing a research project on the influence 
of American correction upon prisons and the administration of 
criminal justice in Canada. While Prof. Edmison’s interest in meeting 
with the General Secretary in New York was to gather historical 
data, his concern and information-seeking focused upon the cur- 
rent situation in American correctional institutions and its possible 
impact upon the institutions in Canada. There is obviously concern 
in Canada that the inmates in Canadian correctional institutions may 
begin to copy the techniques being used by inmates in American 
correctional institutions to bring about reform and change. 

Mr. Arthur Hoyles, Director of Prison Services for the Metho- 
dist Church of the United Kingdom, on a tour of American correc- 
tional facilities sponsored by the National Methodist Church, U.S.A., 
spent two days with the Association in New York. In addition to 
briefing Mr. Hoyles on the “total picture,” a tour of Rikers Island 
and the Manhattan House of Detention for Men, and a meeting with 
representatives of the Fortune Society were arranged. 

Mr. Hoyles represented the Methodist Church of England at the 
Conference on Penal Reform held by the World Council of Churches 
in Deboissey, Switzerland, in 1970, which the General Secretary 
also attended as a representative of the National Council of Churches, 
U.S.A. He was also a delegate to the Fourth Quinquennial Congress 
on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders sponsored 
by the United Nations in Kyoto, J apan, in 1970. 

The Association also arranged tours of visitation and appointments 
for Mrs. Nora David, a lay magistrate from Cambridge, England, 
who was visiting the United States with her husband, the chief 
executive officer of the Cambridge Press. In addition to spending 
several hours describing the American judicial system, we arranged 
for Mrs. David to visit juvenile term of the Family Court and the 
Criminal Court. 

The Association was also contacted by Mr. Henry Krauweel of The 
Netherlands, and asked to arrange for Dr. Geeling, one of his col- 
leauges, to meet with individuals knowledgeable in the drug field. 
We arranged for him to meet with Dr. Henry C. Brill and Dr. Donald 
Louria, to attend a seminar on methadone at Columbia Medical
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School, and to spend a day visiting the Narcotic Addiction Control 

Commission facilities in New York City. Further, since drugs, abor- 

tion and pornography are topics of major concern in The Netherlands 

at the present time, we were able to provide Dr. Geeling with material 

the Association had developed on all of these topics for use in his 

classes in psychiatry at the University of Amsterdam Medical School. 
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LEGAL SERVICES BUREAU 

The Correctional Association was notified in February 1971 by 
Mr. Louis Warren of the Executive Committee that a grant of $25,000 
was available from an anonymous donor to be used to help solve 
legal problems of inmates in New York City detention institutions. 
For some time prior to this, the Association had been working on 
the development of a program to provide civil legal services to the 
detention population. A proposal for this program was approved 
by the donor as being appropriate for the grant in question. Sub- 

sequent to this grant Mr. Warren and Mr. Pierson were able to obtain 
an additional grant of $5,000 to expand the proposed services to the 
New York City Correctional Institution for Women. 

Preliminary meetings were held with Commissioner McGrath; Ed 
Carr, Attorney-in Chief of Legal Aid; Bart Hoff of the Criminal Jus- 
tice Coordinating Council; and Leland Tolman, Director of Admin- 
istration for the Appellate Division, First Department. These indi- 
viduals endorsed the program and promised the full cooperation of 
their offices. These meetings were to explain to those individuals who 
would be concerned with such a project just what it entailed and to 
work out any administrative problems. Discussions were also held 
with New York University Law School about using third-year law 
students in one of the University’s clinical programs as participants 
in the Legal Services Bureau. After extensive interviewing, two at- 
torneys were hired in the summer. Michael J. Smith is the full-time 
coordinating attorney and Eve M. Preminger is the part-time attor- 
ney who will be primarily concerned with female detainees. Through 
the good offices of the Legal Aid Society, Mr. Smith was able to 
sit in on training classes for new Legal Aid Civil Branch attorneys 
as well as participate in actual case interviews. He spent approxi- 
mately two weeks in the two Manhattan offices of Legal Aid obtain- 
ing invaluable information on types of civil problems and the means 
of solving them. In addition, Mr. Schuyler Barrick, head of the 125th 
St. Legal Aid office, spent an afternoon in the Association’s office 
orienting the two staff attorneys to the particular civil legal problems 

experienced by their proposed population and the ways to resolve 
them. Meetings were also held with other community law organiza- 
tions in New York City to explore means by which the organizations 
could work to mutual benefit. Legal Aid agreed to accept on re- 
ferral from the Association’s Legal Services Bureau those cases which 
affect families of detainees still in the community. 

A series of meetings was also held with George Camp, Deputy 
Commissioner in charge of rehabilitation for the New York City 
Department of Correction. At the request of Commissioner Camp, 
the Association met with Gary Schultze of Brooklyn Law School who 
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was interested in providing similar services to inmates of the Brooklyn 
House of Detention. The Department wanted all services of this 
nature to be handled by the Correctional Association’s Legal Ser- 

vices Bureau. Mr. Schultze had a cadre of law students who agreed 
to work as volunteers for the Legal Services Bureau doing re- 
search, writing memoranda and carrying out any other duties which 
the coordinating attorney feels necessary. Third-year law students from 
Professor Harry Subin’s Clinical Program at NYU would not be avail- 
able until the spring semester. In advance of that, Professor Subin 
assigned a scholarship student to work with Mr. Smith in the initial 

stages of the program. 
The civil legal program was instituted originally in the Manhattan 

House of Detention for Men, with both Mr. Smith and Miss Premin- 
ger doing preliminary interviews of the inmates. In December, with 
the appointment of a new acting superintendent for the NYCCIFW 
on Rikers Island, Miss Preminger began the Legal Services Bureau 
work in that institution. Talks were also being held between Mr. 
Smith, Mr. Schultze of Brooklyn Law School and Warden James 
Monroe of the Brooklyn House of Detention with the goal of estab- 
lishing a program in his institution no later than February 1, 1972. 

Flyers were printed in both English and Spanish for distribution to 
all inmates at the time of their admittance to the institutions. In addi- 
tion, inmates at the Tombs receive a second copy of the flyer upon 
assignment to their permanent housing unit. Meetings were also 

held with the Correction Aide Program staff to explain the workings 
of the Legal Services Bureau so that they could in turn interpret it to 
the inmates. In addition to holding preliminary interviews with inmates 

in the counsel room, Mr. Smith also has access to the floors where 
he can hold brief conversations with his clients. 

As well as developing a cadre of law students to work in the 
program, the Bureau made attempts to attract volunteer attor- 
neys. Three hundred letters went out from the Association to a New 
York Law Associate’s mailing list of attorneys who had expressed 
an interest in corrections. In addition, an appeal for volunteer as- 
sistants was published in the general Newsletter of the Law Asso- 
ciates. The two staff attorneys were also able to obtain several vol- 
unteer attorneys through private sources.   
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LEGAL SERVICES BUREAU 

STATISTICAL REPORT | 
FOR 1971 

Number of individuals interviewed 
Number of cases disposed of on initial interview 

_ Number of cases pending further information 
. Number of active cases as of December 31, 1971 
Number of cases closed , 
Number of cases referred to other agencies 
Number of cases rejected . 

EMPLOYMENT AND RELIEF BUREAU 
The Employment and Relief Bureau, which iding assistance to released offenders since the inception of the acsne a work 127 years ago, continued to provide such assistance in 1971 In addition to emergency financial aid given to individuals under supervision of New York State Parole, the Employment and Relief ureau provided assistance to indigent individuals being held in detention in the City institutions in Manhattan and Brooklyn 

Traditionally, the direct service work of this Bureau was concen- trated on providing emergency financial assistance for immediate needs. The amounts involved were usually small, covering such costs as temporary housing, transportation money, lunch money, cost of work clothes and job fees. While all money is theoretically given in the form of a loan, little is repaid, and that usually after a long period of time. Increasingly in the past year, however, the Association was approached for short-term loans of larger amounts for different Purposes. ‘the following are three of these cases, 
€ trst of these involved a man under th isi New York State Division of Parole. He and his wife had found = suitable apartment, but did not have all of the money necessar’ to pay the initial costs. Although he was working, it would take some time for him to save the money and in the meantime he would lose the apartment. The Association loaned him $100 to defray the cost. The Money was repaid six weeks after the loan was made vith a letter expressing warm thanks and the promise of future donations to help other individuals with similar problems. 

A second case also involved an individual on parole. He needed $110.00 to buy a union book which could only be purchased on one day of the week. He had ample money coming from work he had done the previous week, but the check would not arrive until the day after the union book was available. Without union member-  
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ship he could not work that week. The Association loaned him 
the money to buy his union book, and the loan was returned the 

next day when he received his paycheck. 

The third individual was one who had been recently released from 
a federal penitentiary. While he had succeeded in subletting his 
apartment for the entire time he had been in prison, the last tenant 
had left without paying two months back rent. The man, just re- 

leased, was faced with the task of raising four months rent. He was 
able to raise half of it, and had qualified for a loan. Unfortunately, 

the loan would not be available until four days after the effective 
date of the eviction notice. The Association loaned him the $135 he 

needed. The money was repaid the following week. 

All of these cases are examples of the kind of high-risk loan 
which could not be obtained anywhere else in the City. After check- 
ing the facts of the individual cases, the Association concluded that 
the only fact prohibiting these individuals from borrowing money 
from normal sources was their criminal histories. It was decided that 

this was the type of investment which the Association should make. 

EMPLOYMENT AND RELIEF BUREAU 

ANNUAL REPORT 

1971 

Total number of individuals to whom service 
was provided 1,615 

In institutions 497 
Upon release 1,118 

Amount of cash relief given $15,167.42 
Amount of financial aid provided to individuals 

in institutions, clothing, dentures, etc.) 
Legal papers notarized 

$392.71 
762 

FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU _ 

The Family Service Bureau of the Correctional Association of 
New York was awarded a Law Enforcement Assistance Act grant 
for $9,018 to supplement the money it provides to the clients of the 
Family Service Bureau. This grant was for the calendar year 1971. 
A greatly expanded grant was approved for the calendar year 1972. 
The grant, together with the hiring of a new caseworker in March, 

allowed for an increase in the number of clients serviced by the 
Family Service Bureau. The additional money also allowed for an   
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imcreased equency o sits made ¢ o ng from twice 
fr f visit: by the lients, an SL a month in most New York State prisons to twice a year in the 

also reducing the temptation rey for ents and 
sing family seeds ip to use the travel money for other pres- 

The Family Service Bureau also i 7 a Ire continued the volunteer pr 
tiated in i370. mm addition to regular visits to the homes of the work wit e children, one of the vol 

husband escorted five children h formatory for Wan 
a to the Federal Reformatory f men in Alderson, West Virginia, so that neir mothey 

5 > t they could see th whom they had not seen for over a i two letters 
I een year. The following are two | received by the Association about its family visiting programa, outers 

United States Department of Justice 
Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Reformatory for Women 
Alderson, West Virginia 24910 

July 20, 1971 

Judith F. Weintraub 
The Correctional Association of New Y 
135 E. 15th Street w Work 
New York, New York 10003 

RE: Marin, Ms. Carmen 
Reg. No. 17312-170 
McGrew, Ms. Ella 

Reg. No. 17984-170 

Dear Ms. Weintraub: 

I am very pleased to comply with your request for i 
families making institutional visits. As you are aware the Peden 
Reformatory for Women, Alderson, West Virginia, is located ina 
rather remote area of West Virginia. Visits by families who live lon distances away, such as New York City, often pose financial hard. 
ships. We attempt to help our women maintain contact with their 
amilies by allowing monthly phone calls, but this minor privilege is  
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often not used because the families lack funds to accept our residents’ 
calls. In general, visits by families, as well as other contact, is seen as 

essential in maintaining our residents’ focus toward the community. 
All too often, in such an isolated setting and in this self-contained 
environment, our residents become completely involved in the day to 
day prison environment. It becomes even more difficult for them to 

plan for their futures in the community and to place their experience 
here in perspective with their life goals. Frequent contacts with fam- 
ily members remind and reinforce their total role constellation in- 
cluding those of wife, mother, and daughter. 

In regard to the two visits which your agency funded for the families 

of Carmen Marin, 17312, and Ella McGrew, 17984, both visits were 
viewed as being extremely rehabilitative. Ms. Marin has been incar- 
cerated here since July 30, 1968. Her mother and her son had been 
unable to visit during that time due to lack of funds. Phone contacts 

had also been limited. 

Ms. Marin was under considerable emotional strain prior to this visit. 
Special arrangements had been made to allow special purpose phone 
calls, but these had not allayed either Ms. Marin’s anxiety or her 
mother’s. This visit did help to reassure Ms. Marin’s mother regard- 

ing her daughter’s status. Ms. Marin appears also to have benefited 
greatly by the opportunity to talk with her mother and son. 

Mrs. McGrew has corresponded with your agency on several occasions 
about her family. Her children have a variety of medical and social 
problems which have kept her in a continual state of upset and 
worry. Mrs. McGrew literally “glowed” during and after the visit with 
her children, and she expressed frequently how reassured she was by 
Seeing them. 

I would also like to add that your agency has been a great resource 
for our New York residents. Many of our residents are from families 
which live marginal existences and frequently experience problems 
in daily living. Your correspondence and assistance in behalf of these 
families has done unmeasureable good for our women. You are mect- 
ing a great need and we only wish we had similar organizations to 
turn to in other major cities. 

We look forward to continued cooperation with your agency and 
greatly appreciate the assistance you have provided. 

Sincerely, 

s/_ Virginia I. Wilson, ACSW 
NARA Caseworker 

‘VIW: ssc   
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July 16, 1971 
Correction Association 
135 E. 15th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mrs. Friedlander, 

I would like to share with 
mother and son came to 
love make us lose that fee 
though we Correspond an 
seem to be enough. 

you some of my feelings I had when my 
visit me. The isolation from the ones we 
ling of belonging and being loved too. Al- 

d sometimes talk on the phone, this doesn’t 

To me, seeing my son has encoura . g ged me more to d. and also for him. He needs my love and care. © well for myself 
After my visit I was left with a d t leep thought: I am want needed and joved. These things are very important and very valuable uman : : s : sp, oon Dotter eing and sometimes in the solitude of prison life it 

Thank you again for making it possible for me. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Marin 

FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU 

STATISTICAL REPORT 

FOR 1971 

Families in active category December 31, 1971 28 New Cases accepted 
36 Total number of cases during year 64 Cases closed 
26 Families in active category December 31, 1971 38 Total amount of financial assistance $18 I ; a 298,30* Families provided with Christmas dinner and toys 

. (total of 102 persons) 25 Children sent to summer camps 24 

*Includes Law Enforcement Assist cs . $9,018 00, Ssistance Administration Grant of
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Dissatisfaction with the correctional system in the United States 
was expressed by both high governmental officials and organiza~ 
tions on one hand, and inmate populations on the other during 1970- 

71. The seriousness of the discontent was manifest in the series of 
riots in prisons from California to New York. Efforts in the past 
decade to obtain a participatory democracy by those having little 
or no “say-so” over conditions which affected them have produced 
confrontations, demonstrations and riots among college students, 
blacks and the poor. Now, inmates in correctional institutions, 
aided by young civil rights attorneys, have begun demanding basic 
tights through the same tactics of litigation and violent confrontation. 

During the 1960s there was a realization that the root causes of 
much criminal conduct were found in ignorance, hopelessness and 
hostility toward established norms of behavior. The thesis that crime 

and recidivism were but part of a complex social problem Jed to 
the realization by the various agencies involved in the administration 
of criminal justice — law enforcement, prosecution, the courts, and 
correction—that each was but one aspect of a larger system whose 
function it was to maintain public safety and order, and to protect 

the rights of individual citizens. This led to greater research, more 
experimentation, innovative programs and more cooperation among 
the various agencies involved. It also led to a serious discontent with 
the speed with which constructive change in the system was being made. 

Correctional institutions do not function in a vacuum. They are 
markedly affected by the general social atmosphere of the total 
community in which they exist and must adapt to the social climate 
both inside and outside of correctional institutions. The rapidly ac- 
celerated pace of change in the last generation in the outside com- 
munity—the revolt of the powerless—led to an equally accelerated 
desire for change inside correctional institutions. 

Combined with this revolt of the powerless in the outside com- 
munity has been a greater contact between the middle class. and the 
administration of criminal justice. College students have been ar- 
rested for campus demonstrations. Children of affluent suburbia have 
been arrested for marijuana possession. Highly literate, verbal in- 
dividuals who represented already entrenched power interests have 
been sentenced to correctional institutions for violation of the draft 
laws. All these changes have brought into contact with our criminal 
justice system a segment of our population which previously had no 
such first-hand knowledge. The exposure of this group to the crim- 
inal justice system has both focused public attention upon it and 
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tended to bring about serious questioning about existing conditions. 
Inmate populations have changed in another way. Increasingly, 

individuals who are dedicated to changing the outside system are 
convicted and sentenced, and carry their dedication with them inside 
the walls. Literate, organized, and with a clear goal, they form a 
nucleus for an ever-growing number of inmates who constitute a 
disadvantaged group which in the past has had little say over what 
happened to it. Demand for involvement in decisions affecting their 
lives had already begun prior to their arrest. They simply continued 
and expanded their concerns to include institutional treatment. 

A new generation of civil libertarian lawyers is carrying to the 
courts cases involving what they consider to be violations of basic 
rights. When conditions inside the institutions did not change or 
when the courts were slow, explosions occurred within the institutions. 

Warnings of the impending challenge to traditional concepts 

about crime motivated (1) the 1968 Congress to enact the Omnibus 
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act to provide grants to state and 
local governments to develop new approaches to and techniques in 
crime prevention and control; (2) 100 national, international and 
regional organizations and public agencies to join together to attack 
the problem of securing enough trained men and women for correc- 
tional systems to bring about the rehabilitation of offenders and thus 
prevent further delinquency and crime; and (3) the banding together 
of some black, ethnic, civic, business, and union organizations in 
1970 to form a National Alliance for Shaping Safer Cities to prevent 
either the extreme right from using crime to promote racism and 
repression or the ultra-leftists from responding by baiting and. using 
the police to promote violent confrontations. To the Alliance “im- 
provement in the criminal justice system will require a new emphasis 
on reforming the corrections system in order to emphasize rehabili- 
tation and training rather than merely custody and punishment.” 

These plus other groups including the American Bar Association’s 

Committee on Correctional Facilities and Services, chaired by former 
New Jersey Governor Richard E. Hughes; the National Conference 
on Correction organized in response to a memorandum President 
Nixon wrote to the Attorney General; the National Conference on 
Prisoners’ Rights; and innumerable court decisions resulting from 
litigation brought by inmates on conditions inside correctional in- 
stitutions are beginning to motivate both legislators and correctional 
administrators to examine their programs and practices and initiate 
new programs while expediting the implementation of previously con- 
ceived constructive innovations. The urgency for reform was fur- 
thered by the demonstrations and rebellions experienced in correc- 

tional institutions.   
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MAINSTREAMS IN AMERICAN CORRECTION 
H izing Correctional Instituti / 

Spurred principally by a series of state and federal court decisions 
in New York, Rhode Island, Missouri, Virginia, Maryland, Arkansas 
and Louisiana, major changes in administrative rules and practices 
are being made in many correctional institutions throughout the 
country to reduce the dehumanizing effect of institutionalization and 
to aid restoration of the dignity of the individual. While efforts in the 
past have been directed toward de-institutionalizing the correctional 

system as a whole through the development of work-release pro- 
grams, furloughs and half-way houses to aid in the transition from 
confinement to routine normal community living, the more recent 
thrust emanating principally from the courts has focused on the rights 
of inmates in the institutions. 

The U.S. District Court for Eastern Virginia crdered Virginia state 
officials to stop imposing bread-and-water punishment on inmates 
for any infraction of prison rules; to cease using chains, handcuffs, 
hand restraining tape or tear gas, except in absolute emergencies; 
to refrain from placing more than one inmate in the same solitary 
confinement cell; and to desist from interfering with or imposing 
punishment for efforts by inmates to file court documents and com- 
municate with their attorneys. Further, the court decreed an impartial 
tribunal to hear charges of institutional infractions against inmates, 
the right of inmates to have a hearing on disciplinary charges which 
includes cross-examination and lay counsel and, if there is a possibil- 
ity of the loss of substantial rights such as “good time,” the right to 
an attorney by the inmates. 

Probably a more far-reaching decree was handed down by the 
Circuit Court in Maryland which in effect ordered the State to pro- 
vide rehabilitative services to its inmates in its defective-delinquent 
institution. 

In both Missouri and Rhode Island, the courts directed the de- 

velopment of regulations and procedures with regard to disciplining 
immates. 

Recognition of the rights of offenders, such as basically humane 
conditions of confinement and treatment, as essential to the achieve- 
ment of personal change on the part of offenders, is bringing about 
examination and revision of institutional rules and regulations in 
many States. More liberal correspondence privileges, with the elimina- 
tion of censorship of outgoing mail and incoming mail checked only 
for contraband and valid monetary receipts, have been initiated in 
a constantly growing number of jurisdictions. In New Jersey, of- 
fenders now have opportunity to correspond from the day of arrival 

at the institution with an unlimited number of family members and
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other persons regarded as having constructive influence. They may 
correspond as frequently as they wish without restriction as to the 
length of letters. In California, too, the old concept of a list of 
approved correspondents has been eliminated as has the routine 
inspection of all outgoing mail. In that State the new procedures 
permit inmates to correspond with just about anyone. 

Permitting inmates to place telephone calls under a variety of 
circumstances directly from the institution has been instituted in a 
number of jurisdictions, including the New York City Department 

of Correction, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 

To help inmates find a more satisfying way of life which does not 
involve persistent harm to either themselves or others has led more 
States to change their regulations to permit longer visits with family 

and friends in a more relaxed sitting-room atmosphere and with out- 
door picnic-type visits being authorized in a number of jurisdictions. 

The movement toward less repression in institutional living has 

brought about a revision in the commissary lists to permit inmates 
to purchase many additional items, including in at least one State, 
individual transistor radios or TV sets. 

The efforts to change the dehumanizing aspects of incarceration 
or, as it has been succinctly put by the inmates themselves, to “treat 
inmates as people and not animals,” are being felt through an in- 

creasing recognition of minor individual tastes, such as the length or 
style of inmates’ hair. One eminent criminologist, addressing a group 
of wardens, queried, “If you don’t cut the hair of women inmates 

for security or sanitary reasons, why should male inmates’ hair be cut?” 
Several state correctional systems have or are in the process of 

completely reviewing approved literature lists to permit a much 
greater variety of publications and books to be available to the in- 
mate populations. Clearly the trend appears to be in the direction 
of permitting inmates access to all literature which is legal in the 
community and which does not represent a clear and imminent dan- 
ger in the institution. This includes law books, which may help an 
inmate prepare an appeal, periodicals, newspapers and books. 

In mid-1968 California started a pioneering family-visiting pro- 

gram at the Tehachapi institution. This was a program in which 
wives, children, parents and other immediate family members of 
inmates were permitted to visit for up to two days in the privacy of 
small apartments. The Tehachapi pilot project was successful. By 
early 1971 there had been some 700 visits. On the basis of the Teha- 
chapi experience, California’s prison system has accepted and en- 
dorsed this long-controversial program so that now nearly all of 
California’s prisons and many of the conservation camps conduct 

family visits.   
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Community Involvement . 

That the high walls erected around prisons to keep inmates in 

acted to keep the community out to the detriment of all — inmates, 
administration, and the community as a whole—is an accepted 
truism in modern correction. In the past local clergy, the Salvation 

Army, Volunteers of America, and possibly AA were the only con- 
tacts other than staff which inmates in correctional institutions had 
with the community. Institutions were generally constructed far from 
urban centers in remote areas of the State, making even family visiting 
extremely difficult. Recognizing the need for community involvement 
if rehabilitation of inmates was to be accomplished, the movement 

for community correction began. If community resources were to 
be made available to the correctional process, institutions would have 
to be located closer to urban centers. This is now an axiom of 
correctional standards. 

Community involvement is a two-way street.. Inmates are leaving 

the institution on work release, study release and for furloughs. At 
the same time correctional administrations are urging and welcom- 
ing groups of volunteers to enter the institutions to aid in the re- 
habilitation process, 

While work-release laws are not new, having been started in Wis- 
consin in 1914 for individuals serving short sentences, practically 

all States have enacted legislation allowing discretion on the part 
of state correctional administrators to permit selected inmates, even 

those serving long sentencs, to leave the institution for a variety of 
reasons, including home furloughs, to seek jobs, for educational pur- 
poses, as well as a regular employee in a community business. 

Community involvement in rehabilitation programs in the institu- 
tions is being encouraged in numerous jurisdictions. The U.S. Junior 
Chamber of Commerce, which has Jaycee Chapters in correctional 

institutions across the country, takes an active role in providing 
counseling, recreation, education and training. Reporting on con- 
tacts between inmates and citizens, California stated: “They go through 

the gates for an amazing range of activities, from Alcoholics Anony- 
mous to slot car racing, from bridge clubs to public speaking groups, 

from black and brown studies to sports events.” 
Delaware states that volunteers have increasingly played a larger 

role in the treatment program of adult corrections in that State. 
The thrust for community involvement has resulted in both citi- 

zens’ participation within the institution and inmate participation in 

the community. Several States have developed programs of having 
selected inmate speakers to talk to community high school classes, civic 
clubs, church groups and other interested organizations concerning 

problems confronting former offenders, drug abuse, and institutional  
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programs, While not a widespread practice throughout the country, 

Oregon reports the assignment of one staff member on a full-time 
basis to be responsible for developing and organizing this program. 
Since its inception there have been 273 speaking engagements in 

Oregon to audiences which have exceeded 40,000 in number. 

The growth of programs involving volunteers in the administra- 

tion of criminal justice with emphasis upon juvenile court services 
and adult misdemeanant and felony probation in Illinois necessi- 
tated the establishment of a Governor’s Committee on Voluntary 
Action and the granting of over $60,000 by an Illinois law enforce- 
ment commission to fund an information center. The center’s objec- 
tives are to plan statewide conferences and regional workshops for 

the courts for recruiting, planning and supervising volunteers; pro- 
vide preplanning and continuing consultative services to the courts 
requesting them; recommend standards for the staff personnel run- 
ning the local programs and for the volunteers; provide model evalua- 
tion forms for the use of local communities in their programs; make 
the needed expertise available in all program areas; and disseminate 

information throughout the State by means of brochures, bibliogra- 
phies, pamphlets and newsletters. 

In North Dakota, where there has been a volunteer coordinator 

for some time, the State Penitentiary recently employed a volunteer 
coordinator through funds made available by the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration (LEAA). Other States are contemplating 
such a move. 

Quite recently a new source of volunteer assistants to the rehabilita- 
tive process has emerged with the organizing of groups of ex-offenders 
to provide assistance to offenders upon release, advice and counsel 
to inmates in institutions, and to call dramatically to the attention 

of the general public from first-hand experiences needed reforms in 
the correctional system. The possible value of such self-help groups in 

the rehabilitative process of individuals currently incarcerated is 
reflected by a current program in Wisconsin in which clinical services 
staff has been heavily involved in training ex-offenders to be group 

leaders for groups of inmates currently incarcerated in the Wisconsin 
Correctional Institution. 

On a national level, the National Alliance for Shaping Safer Cities, 
a federation of some 100 national organizations, and its local affiliates 
have as one of their objectives the encouragement of broad-based 
citizen membership organizations to provide volunteers to work in 
all agencies in the criminal justice system, including correctional 
systems. At this writing the National Alliance, formed in 1970, has 
11 local affiliates. 

Concern with the improvement of the correctional system in the   
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U.S. impelled the American Bar Association to create a Commission 
on Correctional Facilities and Services, chaired by former New Jersey 
Governor Richard C. Hughes. 

States with large minority groups in their correctional institutions 
have recently begun a concerted effort to recruit minority group 
staff members to reduce racism and racial conflicts. California, where 
nearly half of the inmates and parolees are blacks and Mexican- 
Americans, launched an intensive recruitment campaign concentrat- 
ing on minorities. A special minority consultant unit was established. 

Civil Service testing was revised and the help of black and chicano 
community groups enlisted in the recruitment drive. In a‘short time 
nearly 300 minority employees were added to the Department of 
Corrections payroll. 

Minois reported that in its community centers a special effort was 

made to recruit members of minority groups, primarily blacks, into 
the program. These efforts have been highly successful with 65 per- 
cent of the new staff members being blacks. : 

New York State likewise has begun to recruit minority staff mem- 
bers, particularly for its upstate institutions which in the past, while 
having an inmate population of over 60 percent blacks and Spanish 
speaking, had a negligible number of minority staff members. 

Examples of State Programs 
The following summary should be considered only as examples of 

activities in various States. It would not be possible to cite all the 
significant programs recently inaugurated by the 50 States. 

In Pennsylvania a process for granting inmate furloughs has been 
developed. As a part of the total treatment process and linked with 
the pre-release concept, selected inmates are periodically released on 
temporary furloughs for weekend family visits, job-seeking purposes, 
funerals and visits to seriously ill relatives. During the month of July 
1971, a total of 455 furloughs was reached with only two failing to 
return. Transportation, clothing and responsibility for return in accor- 
dance with furlough planning rests with the individual inmate. 

In this same State in the latter part of 1970, there were many 
changes instituted involving what are usually considered inmate priv- 
ileges within state correctional institutions. Some of the highlights 
were the elimination of censorship of outgoing mail and the checking 
of incoming mail only for contraband; procedures for outgoing tele- 
phone calls to family and/or friends over a major holiday season; 
the establishment of guidelines to permit a wide latitude in selecting 
publications and subscribing to periodicals in order that educational, 
cultural, informational, religious, legal and philosophic needs of in- 
dividuals will be satisfied. Early in 1971 all prisoners under sentence
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of death were staff-reviewed, and the vast majority moved from 
“death row” and placed in the general population of the institution. 

An intensified training program for all employees throughout the 
Corrections Division in the State of Hawaii has been made possible 
through LEAA grants. The program, in addition to on-the-job 

training, enables training on a stipend basis and on the internship 
level. 

The Hawaii Office of Ombudsman which began operations in 1969, 
in addition to serving citizens of the State generally, has also become 
involved in processing complaints and inquiries from adult residents 
of the State’s correctional facilities. While this has created an ad- 
ditional burden on the staff time of the division, the administrator 
feels it has served to provide the residents with an additional source 

of assistance should they feel they have not obtained justice through 

the normal traditional channels. 
In August 1971, Hawaii began a furlough program for selected 

inmates “to ease the process of transition from institutional de- 
pendency to economic and personal reintegration to a free environ- 
ment with the intent to reduce parole failure.” ; 

A specialized treatment and counseling program for Indians has 
been established in Idaho from funds provided by LEAA, as has two 
specialized treatment programs for the handling of problem inmates. 

In addition, the Idaho Penitentiary school recently became affiliated 
with the local city school system so that Idaho inmates who qualify 
may now receive a certified high school diploma for their work in the 
penitentiary school. This State has also joined the many others in the 

country having work-release and study-release programs. 
As a means of increasing communication between Division of 

Adult Corrections officials and inmates, an experiment in prison self- 
government is under way in the Delaware Correctional Center’s 
medium security building. Every two weeks prison officials report 
that over one-fifth of all incarcerated inmates in the State work under 
the work-release program which began in January 1969. Employees 
have responded well and inmate morale has been greatly enhanced. 
Public acceptance of this new program is purported to be excellent. . 

With the start of the Probation Subsidy Program in California, 
a trend in the courts toward more selective prison sentencing was 
accelerated in that State. Under the subsidy, the State pays participat- 
ing counties up to $4,000 per case for a reduction in the county’s 
rate of commitment to state institutions. The state money is used 
to improve local probation services. 

The constructive impact of this program has exceeded expectations. 
In 1971 the state prisons received less than 10 percent of all persons 
convicted of felonies. In 1960 the comparable figure was nearly 30   
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percent. While the subsidy has been a success, it has changed prison 
operation in that State. Minimal nonviolent offenders are no longer 
going to prison, with few exceptions. Hence, the institutions in Cali- 
fornia now contain a higher proportion of inmates who have com- 
mitted violent crimes. The crimes of robbery, homicide, assault and 
Tape accounted for about one-third of the prison population in 
1960. In 1971 about half of the state prisoners were convicted of 
such violent crimes. 

California, like many other States, is revising its department rules 
and procedures covering inmate conduct and privileges. The changes 
already in effect in most places cover such matters as correspon- 
dence, disciplinary procedures and visiting. 

The Bureau of Parole in New Jersey is cooperating with the 
State Bar Association in launching an experimental program of at- 
torneys serving as parole aides. Sponsored by the American Bar 
Association’s Commission for Correctional Facilities and Services, 
the program began in September 1971. It is expected that more than 
200 volunteer attorneys will work on a one-to-one basis with parolees 
under the supervision of parole officers. In its efforts to improve the 
condition of persons confined and their ties with the community, 
and as a means of gaining community acceptance of the needs of 
offenders, New Jersey continues to urge the development and ex- 
pansion of programs of volunteers. 

New Jersey’s Division of Correction and Parole continued to 
stress the importance of learning group counseling skills. In 1970, 
59 officer-counselors were involved in the two-group counseling 
basic workshop series, while 58 were involved in the two advanced 

series. Group counseling is presently being conducted at eight major 
institutions in the State. 

In Texas, a program known as “Operation Kick It,” approved by 
the Texas Criminal Justice Counsel in May 1970, consists of a 
four-member inmate panel that travels throughout the State and 
talks to various public organizations, specifically those composed of 
teenagers, about the dangers involved in the use of drugs. As of June 
1971, the panel had travelled in excess of 33,000 miles and pre- 
sented its program to over 220,000 people. Due to the overwhelming 
demand, the project was funded for a second year. 

To provide a modern learning center in criminal justice for Texas 
and the southwestern region of the United States, the Texas Depart- 
ment of Corrections, in collaboration with the Institute of Contem- 
porary Corrections and the Behavioral Sciences at Sam Houston State 
University is developing a center for continuing education in criminal 
justice. This center will provide on a continuing basis: (1) short- 
term general or specialized education and training in any aspect of
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the criminal justice system and related behavioral sciences; (2) fa- 
cilities for pre-service and in-service training and conferences and 
meetings of professional organizations connected with the criminal 
justice system in the State; (4) demonstration projects on methods 
to prevent and control crime; and (4) a center to coordinate nonaca- 
demic training and educational programs needed to upgrade criminal 

justice in the State. 
A barbers’ college has been established by the Texas Department 

of Corrections to provide occupational training to approximately 40 
inmates a year. Heavy-equipment operator training programs have 
been successfully conducted for inmates under the direction of Texas 
A&M University. Conducted over a 15-week period, the program 
affords opportunities for 20 individuals. University personnel also 

conduct a training program in water plant and sewage plant operation 
providing occupational opportunities for 30 individuals over a 12- 

week period. 
In August 1970, the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency ap- 

proved a grant to the Indiana Department of Correction to finance 
an Indiana Correctional Information System project. The purpose of 
the project is to develop a computerized system for correctional in- 
formation. This statistical information system concerning offenders 
will be used (1) to distribute accurate information, such as popula- 
tion counts, on a regular basis to criminal justice agencies, (2) to pro- 
vide up-to-date information upon request about any subject of the 
correctional community, and (3) to allow social scientists and cor- 
rectional administrators to evaluate and reorganize programs, research 
new ideas, and analyze data. 

There is a system of 13 half-way houses under the Department 
of Corrections in the District of Columbia. In September 1969, the 
department shifted the base of the work-release program from its 
warden-correctional complex to half-way houses or community cor- 
tectional complex to half-way houses or community correctional cen- 
ters. The population in these centers increased from 165 in Septem- 
ber 1969 to 445 in August 1971, when 12 percent of the depart- 
ment’s residential population was housed in the community correc- 
tional centers. Because of the department’s belief in the efficacy of 
these centers as rehabilitative devices, plans call for a considerable 
expansion of the program. 

In the spring of 1969 the Department of Corrections of the District 
of Columbia set up a trial prison college program to study the feasi- 
bility of higher-level instruction in two of its institutions for sen- 
tenced prisoners. After two trial quarters, in which freshman-level 
courses that carried college credit were taught by instructors from 
Federal City College, it was decided that the program had suffi-   
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cient merit to warrant expansion. During the academi 
1969-70 and 1970-71, funds were obtained from LEAA 10 continue 
and to expand the prison college program. At the end of 1971 ap- 
proximately 150 men were involved in the institutional phase of the 

program, 30 men being bussed daily from the prisons to Federal City 
College in the District of Columbia to take sophomore-level courses, 
and approximately 80 parolee-collegians were enrolled in sophomore-, 
Junior- and senior-level courses in Federal City College. The latter 
group represents approximately 80 percent of the department’s pa- 

rolees who had had previous exposure to the college courses in the 
mstitutions of the department. The Federal City College-Lorton 
Project was funded at an expanded level for a third year by LEAA 

It had an unusually high rate of retention in college programs after 
the inmate-students were released to parole; it also showed a very 
low recidivism rate among the parolee-collegians — in the vicinity of approximately 5 percent recidivism after one year.
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THE CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK 

GENERAL FUND 
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES 

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1971 

INCOME 
Donations —- Special Purposes 

The Greater New York Fund .. 
Shaw Foundation 
Legal Aid Service Bureau 
Other Funds 

Total $38,522 
Donations — Unrestricted . . 30,557 

Total Donations $ 69,079 
Endowment Income (Exhibit FED 
Dividends 16,189 
Interest 35,286 

51,475 
1,783 

509 
$122,846 

EXPENSES 
Generai Administration 38,771 

Direct Services — 
Financial Aid — Prisoners and 

Families 
Financial Aid — Charged to 

Special Purpose Fund 
Family Service Bureau — 

Administration 
Employment Bureau — 

Administration 
Legal Service Bureau 

Publications 
Travel oe 
Equipment, supplies, printing and statione: 
Postage 
Telephone and telegraph 
Professional and legislative services . 
Investment custodian fees 
House maintenance 
Pensions 
Employees retirement plan 
Social security tax 
Disability and workmen’s compensation ... 
Insurance 
Membership, periodicals, and miscellaneous . 

TOTAL EXPENSES 168,395 

EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER INCOME $ 45,549 
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS 

An Act to Incorporate The Correctional Association of New York.* 
Passed May 9, 1964, by a two-thirds vote. (As subsequently. 

amended.) 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and 

Assembly, do enact as followss 

Section 1. All such persons as now are and hereafter shall become 
members of the said association pursuant to the constitution thereof, 

shall and are hereby constituted a body corporate by the name of 
The Correctional Association of New York,* and by that name have 
the powers that by the third title of the eighteenth chapter, of the 
first part of the Revised Statutes, are declared to belong to every 
corporation, and shall be capable of purchasing, holding and con- 
veying any estate, real or personal, for the use of said corporation, 

provided that such real estate shall never exceed the yearly value of 
ten thousand dollars, nor be applied to any other purpose than 
those for which this corporation is formed. 

§ 2. The estate and concerns of said corporation shall be managed 
and conducted by its executive committee, in conformity to the con- 
stitution of the said corporation; and the following articles that now 

form the constitution of the association shall continue to be the fun- 
damental laws and constitution thereof, subject to alteration in the 
mode therein prescribed. 

ARTICLE FIRST 

The objects of the association shall be: 

1. The amelioration of the condition of prisoners whether detained 
for trial, or finally convicted, or as witnesses. 

2. The improvement of prison discipline and the government of 
ptisons whether for cities, counties or states. 

3. The support and encouragement of reformed convicts after 
their discharge by affording them the means of obtaining an honest 
livelihood and sustaining them in their efforts at reform. 

ARTICLE SECOND 

The officers of the society shall be a president, four vice-presi- 

* FORMERLY, The Prison Association of New York. At a special meeting 
of the members, the name was changed on February 1, 1961 to The Correc- 
tional Association of New York and this change was duly recorded with the 
Secretary of State. 
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dents, a recording secretary, a corresponding secretary, and a treas- urer, and there shall be the following committees. viz.: a finance 

pline, a committee on discharged co’ 
mittee, The number of the executive committee shall consist of not more than thirty-five, of whom not more than ten shail be officers of the society, and not more than tw i enty-five shall 
than officers. * Pe Persons other 

ARTICLE THIRD 

The officers named in the preceding article shall be ex-Officio members of the executive committee, who shall choose one of their number to be chairman thereof. 

ARTICLE FOURTH 

The executive committee shall mect once in each month and keep regular minutes of their proceedings. They shail have a general su- perintendence and direction of the affairs of the society, and shall annually report to the society all their proceedings, and ‘such other matters as shall be likely to advance the ends of the association. 

ARTICLE FIFTH 

_ The society shall meet annually in the city of New York, at such time and place as the executive committee shall appoint, and at such other times as the president, or in his absence, one of the vice- presidents, shall designate. , 

ARTICLE SIXTH 

Any person contributing annually to the funds jati not less than five dollars shall, owing to such contributes be amen. ber thereof. A contribution of five hundred dollars shall constitute a life patron; a contribution of one hundred dollars shall constitute an honorary member of the association for life, and a contribution of fifty dollars shall constitute a member of the association for life Honorary and corresponding members may, from time to time. be appointed by the executive committee. ; 

ARTICLE SEVENTH 

A female department shall be formed consisting of such females as shall be selected by the executive committee, who shall have charge of the interest and welfare of prisoners of their sex, under such regula-~ tions as the executive committee shall adopt.
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ARTICLE EIGHTH 

The officers of the association shall be chosen annually at the 

annual meeting, at which time such persons may be elected hon- 

orary members as shall have rendered essential service to the cause 

of prison discipline. 

ARTICLE NINTH 

Any society having the same objects in view may become auxil- 

iary to this association by contributing to its funds and cooperating 

with it. 

ARTICLE TENTH 

The executive committee shall have power to add to any of the 

standing committees such persons, as, In their opinion, may be 

likely to promote the objects of the Society, and shall have power 

to fill any vacancy which may occur in any of the offices of the as- 

sociation, intermediate the annual meetings. 

ARTICLE ELEVENTH 

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the majority of 

the society at any meeting thereof, provided notice of the amend- 

ment has been given at the next preceding meeting. 

officers elected for the current year, under the constitution 

chal! continue to be the officers thereof until others shall be duly chosen 

in their places. 

And it is hereby further enacted that no manager of said society 

shall receive any compensation for his services. 

§ 3. The said executive committee shall have power to establish 

a workhouse in the county of New York, and in their discretion, to 

receive and take into the said workhouse all such persons as shall 

be taken up and committed as vagrants or disorderly persons in said 

city as the Court of General Sessions of the Peace, or the Court 

of Special Sessions, or the Court of Oyer and Terminer, in ai 

county, or any police magistrate, or the commissioner of the alms- 

house may deem proper objects, and the said executive committee 

shall have the same powers to keep, detain, employ and govern the 

said persons as are now by law ordered on the keepers of the bride- 

well or penitentiary in said city. 

§ 4. The said executive committee may, from time to time, make 

by-laws, ordinances and regulations, relative to the management and   
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disposition of the estate, and concerns of said association and the 
management, government, instruction, discipline, and employment 
of the persons so as aforesaid committed to the said workhouse, not 
contrary to law, as they may deem proper and may appoint such 
officers, agents and servants as they may deem necessary to transact 
the business of the said association, and may designate their duties. 
And the said executive committee shall make an annual report to 
the Legislature and to the corporation of the city of New York, of 
the number of persons received by them into the said workhouse, 

the disposition which shall be made of them by instructing or em- 
ploying them therein, the receipts and expenditures of said execu- 

tive committee and generally all such facts and particulars as may 
exhibit the operations of said association. 

$5. The said executive committee shall have power, during the 
minority of any of the persons so committed to the said workhouse, 
to bind out the said persons so being minors, as aforesaid, as ap- 
prentices or servants, with their consent during their minority, to 

such persons and at such places, to learn such proper trades and em- 
ployment as in their judgment will be most conducive to their ref- 

ormation and amendment and future benefit and advantage of such 
persons. 

§ 6. The said executive committee by such committees as they 
shall from time to time appoint, shall have power, and it shall be 
their duties to visit, inspect, and examine, all the prisons in the State 
and annually report to the Legislature their state and condition and 
all such other things in regard to them as may enable the Legislature 
to perfect their government and discipline. And to enable them to 
execute the powers and perform the duties hereby granted and im- 

posed, they shall possess all the powers and authority that by the 
twenty-fourth section, of title first, chapter third, part fourth of the 

Revised Statutes, are invested in inspectors of county prisons and 
the duties of the keepers of each prison that they may examine shall 
be the same in relation to them, as in the section aforesaid, are im- 
posed on the keepers of such prisons in relation to the inspectors 
thereof; provides, that no such examination or inspection of any 

prison shall be made until an order for that purpose to be granted 
by the chancellor of this State, or one of the judges of the Supreme 
court, or by a vice-chancellor or circuit judge, or by the first judge 
of the county in which the prison to be examined shall be situate, 
shall first have been had and obtained, which order shall specify the 
name of the prison to be examined, the name of the persons, mem- 
bers of the said association, by whom the examination is to be made, 
and the time within which the same must be concluded.  
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BY-LAWS* 

I. There shall be a stated meeting of the Executive Committee on 
the second Thursday of each month, and special meetings shall be 
held on the request of the Chairman or any three members of the 
Executive Committee. The call for a special meeting shall, in all 
cases, state the business to be transacted at such meeting. The Annual 
Meeting of members of the Association shall be held on the Second 
Thursday of January in each year at an hour and place to be designat 
by the Executive Committee. 

The number of members composing the executive committee ex- 
clusive of the officers of the association, is hereby fixed at twenty 
four, and divided into four groups or classes as follows: At e 
election held at the annual meeting of the year 1916, there shall be 
elected, to serve from that date, six members for the term of one 
year, six for the term of two years, six for the term of three years, 

six for the term of four years. At each annual meeting thereatter six 
members shall be elected for the term of four years in place of t Ose 

whose terms of office then expire. Any vacancies in the membership 
of the committee by death, resignation or otherwise, may be fi Ka 
either by the association at any annual meeting or, in interims be- 
tween the annual meeting, by the executive committee. 

I. At every meeting of the Executive Committee a quorum shall 
consist of five mmbers plus one additional member for every ten 
members, or fraction, thereof, in excess of fifteen. . ; 

At the Annual Meeting and at every other meeting of the Associa- 

tion a quorum shall consist of the lesser of the members entitled to 
cast 100 votes or one-tenth of the total number of votes entitled to be 
cast at the meeting. 

It. The order of business at the annual meeting shail be as 
follows: . 

1. Election of chairman and secretary. 

. Reading of minutes of the last meeting. 
. Report of committee on nominations. - 

. Election of officers. 
. Report of corresponding secretary on work of year. 
. Annual report of the treasurer. . 

IV. The order of business at every other stated meeting shall be 
as follows: . . 

1. The reading and approval of the minutes of the last preceding 
meeting. . 

* ded b 
As y the E ive C i of the A iati D 

1931, February, 1938, May, 1954 and May, 1961.   
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. Report of treasurer. 
- Report from standing committees, 
. Report from the corresponding secretary. 
- Reports from special committees, 
- Report from the general agent. 
- Miscellaneous business, 

At a special meeting no other business shall be transacted than that for which the said meeting was called. 
V. The chairman shall appoint all standing and special commit- tees and decide all questions of order, subject to an appeal; and the rules of order shall be those embodied in Cushing’s manual so far as they are applicable. 
VI. The recording secretary of the association shall be the secre- tary of the executive committee; and it shall be his duty to keep the minutes of the proceedings of said committee, to record them in a book provided for that purpose, and to give due notice of all 

meetings of the committee. 

VII. The corresponding secretary shall conduct the correspond- ence of the executive committee and of each of the standing com- mittees; and shall act as the general financial agent of the associa- tion, and shall report at each stated meeting of the committee. 
VIII. The treasurer shall have charge of the funds of the associa- tion, and shall give such security as the executive committee may require. His duties are more fully defined in by-law X.* 
IX. There shall be at least the following standing committees: executive; finance; law; detentions; nominations; probation and pa- role; prison administration. Such committees in addition to any pow- ers or duties conferred by these by-laws shall severally possess the power and be subject to the duties designated from time to time by the executive committee, Furthermore, the committee on probation and parole shali function as the committee on discharged convicts mentioned in the constitution, and the committee on prison admin- istration shall function as the committee on prison discipline men- tioned in the constitution. 
The duties of the above name committees, not otherwise provided for in the constitution or by-laws, are as follows: 
It shall be the duty of the committee on detentions to inquire as far as may be practicable or necessary into the causes of commit- ment of persons held in institutions of the Department of Correction 

* The position of Associate Treasurer was created by the Executive Com- mittee at its meeting in May, 1961.  
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of the City of New York, and, when deemed desirable, to adopt 

available measures for procuring the disenae or Pree for ee 

titled thereto. 
efense of such as shall appear to be en 

be the duty of the committee, when arrangements are made {hereion 

to extend its work to jails, penitentiaries, reformatories an prison 

outside of the City of New York and within the State of New 

York. 
_ a 

It shall be the duty of the committee on nominations to const er 

the qualifications of persons available for election as vice-presidens 

i i tive committee of the - 
vailable for membership on the execu 

s 

ciation and to make recommendations thereon to the executive 

7 : 

committee for final action. 
. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on probation and para e to 

be associated with the operation of the probation, parole an om 

ployment bureaus of the association, and, from time to time, to m: 

recommendations in respect thereto. 7 

It shall be the duty of the committee on prison administration fo 

consider the internal organization and management of coun j s: 

penitentiaries, reformatories and State prisons, and the welfare 

persons confined therein. 

X. The committee on finance shall be charged with the duty of 

raising and caring for the funds. 7 

The funds of the association shall be divided into two parts to be 

known as 
1, The endowment fund. 

2. The general fund. 

The Endowment Fund.——The endowment fund shall consist of 

such contributions as shall be given with the restriction that the * 

come only shail be used for the purpose of the association, 

legacies. 
; 

The Endowment and General Funds.—The endowment and ea 

eral funds shall be under the immediate direction and control o a . 

committee on finance, and all investments of the endowment 

shall be ordered by the committee, of which the treasurer shall be a 

member and chairman. 
_ 

The securities belonging to the association shall be kept in ae 

todian department of an institution selected by the members of the 

committee on finance. 
; 

The executive committee may in their discretion draw upon such 

portions of the endowment funds as are unrestricted, for the general 

purposes of the Association.   

The General Fund.—The term “general fund” shall cover all. re- 
ceipts of the association not constituting a special fund or specified 
for the endowment fund, the intention being that all the income, ex- 
cept legacies, including donations for general purposes, and income 
from endowment fund, shall be credited to the general fund to 
which the authorized disbursements of each activity of the associa- 
tion shall be charged at the close of the fiscal year. 

The treasurer shall notify the corresponding secretary immediately 
on receipt by him of any sum for the account of the association 
that such receipt may be entered at once to the credit of the proper 
account on the books of the association. 

The corresponding secretary shall be the general disbursing agent 
of the association, the object of the provision being to keep in the 
central offices of the association, all receipts for payments by him for 
the association of any kind, nature or description and to have in the 
central offices immediate record of all his disbursements. 

Aj} donations received by the corresponding secretary shall be en- 
tered by him upon the proper books of the association and then de- 
posited in such bank as directed by the treasurer to the credit of the 
association. Whenever the executive committee shall make an appro- 
Priation out of the general fund the corresponding secretary shall 
send to the treasurer a copy of the resolution making the appropria- 

tion, certified by the recording secretary, which certified copy shall 
be the treasurer’s authority for transferring the appropriated amount 

to the corresponding secretary. 

The treasurer shall keep an account covering the general fund in 
the name of the association. All bank accounts of the Association, ex- 

cept the bank account of the corresponding secretary for current dis- 
bursements, shall be subject to the check of such members of the 
Committee on Finance as shall be designated by the Executive 
Committee. 

The corresponding secretary shall keep a bank account in the 
name of the association, subject to his check as corresponding secre- 

tary for current disbursements, and shall deposit to the credit of said 

bank account all moneys he may receive from the treasurer drawn 
from the general fund. 

The committee on finance shall arrange for annual audits of the 
accounts of the treasurer and of the corresponding secretary. 

At each regular meeting of the executive committee the treasurer 
shall make a detailed statement of the receipts and disbursements 
for the preceding calendar month. He shall make a statement showing 
the investments and the receipts and disbursements of the endowment  


